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Abstract 
This thesis examines the role of labour in the history of the Cape Bedford Aboriginal 
community, from its establishment in 1886 to 1950. It focuses on period around the 
Second World War when the community was evacuated south to the government reserve 
at Woorabinda. This community’s history offers a lens through which to view the 
application of Queensland’s protectionist and wartime legislations. The Cape Bedford 
community’s absorption into the Manpower Directorate during the Second World War, 
after they were removed to Woorabinda, was among the most extreme examples of 
government control over Indigenous labour. This study is the first work to clearly outline 
the extent of collaboration between the Queensland state government and Aboriginal 
settlements with the Manpower Directorate.  
 
More broadly, the true extent of the Aboriginal workforce – large and well organised – is 
being revealed. This thesis thus adds significantly to the growing literature demonstrating 
the significant contribution of Aboriginal workers to Queensland’s economy. 
Furthermore, it argues that ‘work’ was integral to the relationships formed between 
Aboriginal people and the white community. This is done through examination of labour 
conditions, and work as a site of exchange and contact. In doing so, the social tensions 
both within and outside this community regarding land and labour are exposed, along 
with the importance of work to the everyday experience of community members.  
 
Missions and reserves were not just sites of segregation or ‘protection’; they were places 
where Aboriginal people were put to work – even if the labour they performed remained 
largely invisible. Focussing on labour is essential both to understanding the history of 
these institutions and the experiences of those who resided within them. By providing a 
new and detailed case study, this thesis offers a fresh perspective on the history of Cape 
Bedford Mission, as well as the history of government Aboriginal reserves. It 
demonstrates particularly the centrality of Aboriginal labour to this history, and to 
Aboriginal experiences. While Aboriginal labour may have been ‘invisible’ to much of 
white society, it was in fact central to the relationship established between the colonisers 
and the colonised, even as it changed over time. By revealing the extent and nature of the 
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work undertaken by Aboriginal people in these institutions, it will highlight the ‘paradox’ 
of the invisibility of Aboriginal workers. 
 
This is to certify that the thesis comprises only my original work except where indicated 
in the preface; due acknowledgment has been made in the text to all other material used; 
the thesis is 23,691 words in length, inclusive of footnotes, but exclusive of tables, maps, 
appendices and bibliography. 
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Introduction 
 
On 17 May 1942, at the height of the Second World War in the Pacific, members of the 
police, military and Department of Native Affairs evacuated an Aboriginal community 
from Australia’s Cape York Peninsula. In the same instant they arrested the Mission’s 
superintendent, German Lutheran missionary Pastor George Schwarz. Schwarz was 
forced onto a ship at gunpoint with the rest of the community, and while he went to 
Brisbane, the community was transported by boat and then train to Woorabinda, an 
Aboriginal government reserve 160 kilometres west of Rockhampton.1 Fifty of the 285 
evacuated community members, who were considered too old or ill to work, were 
redirected to Palm Island.2 Within months of their arrival at Woorabinda, almost a quarter 
of the community had died due to disease, exposure to cold weather, and malnutrition.3 
Those who survived were swiftly absorbed into labour programs initiated by the state and 
federal governments, and remained under the control of these bodies until the Cape 
Bedford Mission was reopened in 1950. While Thursday Island in the Torres Strait, and 
Croker Island Mission off the Northern Territory coast were also evacuated in this period, 
no other Aboriginal communities were evacuated from Cape York at this time, and 
neither of the other two evacuated communities were treated with such force.4 Despite the 
extraordinary nature of this event, it did not herald new found freedoms so much as a 
continuum in oppression and exploitation. 
 
My initial interest was to explore this extraordinary event and the broader impact of the 
Second World War on the Cape Bedford Aboriginal community. It soon became evident 
that this specific incident occurred against a backdrop of crucial social and political 
                                               
1
 Stanfield Sampson to Grace Behrendorff, 18 May 1942, Queensland State Archives (QSA) Item 
ID506429; Victor and Violet Cobus in Milbi Thagaalbigu Balgaayga: A Story From A Long Time Ago, ed. 
Brad Jen (Hopevale: Guugu Yimidhirr Cultural Centre, 1994), 11-2; Director of Native Affairs (DNA) to 
Under Secretary, Department of Health and Home Affairs, ‘Re: Evacuation Cape Bedford Aboriginals’, 29 
May 1942. QSA Item ID506429. 
2
 Victor Cobus in Milbi Thagaalbigu Balgaayga, ed. Jen, 11. 
3
 DNA to Under Secretary, Department of Health and Home Affairs from DNA, 27 January 1943; ‘Cape 
Bedford Natives- Deaths at Woorabinda’, QSA Item ID506429. 
4
 Douglas Lockwood, Australia’s Pearl Harbour, Darwin, 1942, (Bayswater, Vic: Ian Drakeford 
Publishing, 1988); Elizabeth Osbourne, Torres Strait Islander Women and the Pacific War (Canberra: 
Aboriginal Studies Press for Australian Institute of Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Studies, 1997). 
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factors relating to labour, land, autonomy and government control, signalling the 
evacuation as a subject fruitful for historical enquiry. In fact, some of these better 
explained the rationale behind the evacuation, rather than it occurring purely for the 
community’s safety. The Cape Bedford community’s absorption into the Manpower 
Directorate during the Second World War was, for example, among the most extreme 
cases of government control over Aboriginal labour. Therefore, this thesis examines 
labour’s role in the history of the Cape Bedford Aboriginal community, and more broadly 
the integral place of work in relationships between Aboriginal people on missions and 
reserves and the mainstream community. This is done through examination of labour 
conditions, and acknowledging work as a site of exchange and contact. In doing so, the 
social tensions both within and outside this community regarding land and labour are 
exposed, along with the importance of work to the everyday experience of the Cape 
Bedford community.  
 
Patrick Wolfe’s theoretical discussions on the nature of settler-colonial relations underpin 
my work. In ‘Land, Labour and Difference: Elementary Structures of Race’,5 Wolfe 
identified land and labour as the foundation of relationships between colonisers and the 
colonised in settler and slave colonial societies. He has suggested that the expropriation 
of Aboriginal peoples’ land has been the more prominent factor in the Australian settler 
colonial experience, with the harnessing of Aboriginal labour of lesser importance.6 With 
Cape Bedford as a case study, Wolfe’s formulation has been my launching point as it has 
been clear that both land and labour were of high importance to colonial relationships. 
Moreover, as historian Lynette Russell has identified, land and labour featured in the 
rapid mobility of physical and social borders and boundaries in settler society through 
time.7 I argue that labour as well as land was crucial to the process of boundary making in 
the colonisation of Australia, as perceptions and relationships were based upon attitudes 
to work and inclusion or exclusion from the mainstream community hinged upon it.8 The 
                                               
5
 Patrick Wolfe, “Land, Labour, and Difference: Elementary Structures of Race,” American Historical 
Review, 106, 3, (2001). 866-905. 
6
 Ibid. 867. 
7
 Lynette Russell, ed., Colonial Frontiers: Indigenous-European Encounters in Settler Societies 
(Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2001), 1-2. 
8
 Ibid, 5. 
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colonial requirement for land and/or labour appears to have shifted over time, with each 
more or less important at certain points, depending on different and contingent political 
requirements.  
 
Silence about and ignorance of remote Aboriginal communities within the mainstream 
Australian community has resulted in the invisibility of Aboriginal people in mainstream 
Australian society, and this was an issue that constantly reappeared throughout my 
research. Renowned anthropologist W.E.H. Stanner dubbed this suppressed discussion of 
Aboriginal affairs ‘the great Australian silence’ in the 1968 Boyer Lecture.9 Ignorance, he 
suggested, provided convenient cover and comfort for white Australians, not only in 
urban centres but also in townships close to Aboriginal settlements. Discussions have 
continued on this topic until the present day, with Henry Reynolds, and more recently 
Chris Healy, writing about mainstream society’s ignorance of Aboriginal history.10 
Acknowledging these issues, this thesis focuses closely on the socially imposed 
invisibility, or ‘paradox’, of Aboriginal labour in the eyes of mainstream Australia. This 
‘paradox’ is sometimes provoked by historiography. Historian Ken Buckley commented 
in 1988 that ‘it is remarkable that whites in Australia in the nineteenth century made so 
little use of Aborigines as a labour force…failure to employ Aborigines was certainly not 
due to objection by employers to colour of skin. Cheapness of labour was the main 
criterion in the eyes of employer.’11 He went on: ‘The question arises as to why there was 
no large-scale attempt by employers to use Aborigines as an unfree labour force by 
making them enter into indentured labour.’12 Buckley’s assumption was derived either 
from the lack of documentary evidence of Aboriginal employment13 or his involvement 
                                               
9
 W.E.H. Stanner, ‘The Great Australian Silence’, After the Dreaming, (Crows Nest NSW: Australian 
Broadcasting Corporation, 1991), 27. 
10
 Henry Reynolds, Why Weren’t We Told?: A Personal Search for the Truth About Our History. 
(Ringwood, Vic.: Penguin, 1999), 13-21; Chris Healy, Forgetting Aborigines, (Sydney: University of New 
South Wales Press, 2008). 
11
 Ken Buckley, No Paradise for Workers: Capitalism and the Common People in Australia 1788-1914, 
(Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 1988), 24. 
12
 Ibid, 25. 
13
 Parliament of Australia, Unfinished Business: Indigenous Stolen Wages, The Senate Standing Committee 
on Legal and Constitutional Affairs, (Canberra: Senate Standing Committee on Legal and Constitutional 
Affairs, 2006), Chapter 8, 8.2-8.5 accessible at 
http://www.aph.gov.au/SENATE/COMMITTEE/legcon_ctte/completed_inquiries/2004-
07/stolen_wages/report/c08.htm last accessed 24 April 2009. 
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in the culture of forgetting.14 With the compilation of oral testimonies and exhaustive 
archival research, the true extent of the Aboriginal workforce – large and well organised 
– is being revealed. While excellent research has been conducted on the trade of 
indentured Pacific Islander labourers in Queensland,15 Aboriginal labourers have featured 
less in popular memory of Queensland’s labour history, despite the best efforts of 
historians. Rosalind Kidd’s The Way We Civilise has also been influential. Although she 
did not discuss the invisibility of Aboriginal labourers, Kidd has countered the paradox 
through her comprehensive, broad history of Queensland’s Aboriginal settlements.16 
Other authors of note who have attempted to rectify ignorance of Aboriginal people’s 
contribution to the Australian labour force include Dawn May (Aboriginal Labour and 
the Cattle Industry) Ann McGrath (Born in the Cattle) and Henry Reynolds (With the 
White People).17   
 
This thesis will add to the growing literature demonstrating the significant contribution of 
Aboriginal workers to Queensland’s economy. Historian Blake’s work on Barambah 
looks at the industries in which Reserve residents were employed; how labour was 
organised on government settlements; how Aboriginal settlement residents were 
perceived by nearby white communities and their employers; and the relationship 
between white authorities and Aboriginal reserve residents.18 Similarly, these issues 
surfaced in documents related to Cape Bedford Mission throughout the early twentieth 
century. Little academic research has been done specifically on Queensland Aboriginal 
reserves apart from Blake’s book, and this scholarly silence has contributed to ongoing 
misconceptions about the reserves and the activities that occurred on them. Negative 
perceptions of Aboriginal people on reserves and missions such as Woorabinda being 
                                               
14
 Healy, Forgetting Aborigines, 8. 
15
 Tracey Banivanua Mar, Violence and Colonial Dialogue: The Australian-Pacific Indentured Labour 
Trade, (Honolulu, Hawaii: University of Hawaii Press, 2007), 76. 
16
 Rosalind Kidd, The Way We Civilise, (Brisbane: University of Queensland Press, 1997). 
17
 Dawn May, Aboriginal Labour and the Cattle Industry: Queensland from White Settlement to the 
Present, (Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 1994); Ann McGrath, ‘Born in the Cattle’: Aborigines 
in Cattle Country. (Sydney: Allen and Unwin, 1987); Henry Reynolds, With the White People, (Ringwood, 
Vic.: Penguin, 1990). 
18
 Thom Blake, A Dumping Ground: A History of Cherbourg Settlement, (St Lucia, Qld: University of 
Queensland Press, 2001), 192-5. 
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lazy, non-industrious and law breaking continue to this day, and were even more 
prevalent through the war period.19  
 
Society’s reluctance to acknowledge Aboriginal labour during the war can be contributed 
to the creation of popular culture and memory of the period that excluded Aboriginal 
participants. As Alistair Thomson has discussed, however, the stereotype of the typical 
Australian soldier does not depict and encompass all who enlisted.20 The same tradition 
applies to average Australian workers during the Second World War period. The 
representation of white male labourers in the Civil Construction Corps (CCC), another of 
the Australian government’s wartime labour bodies, contrasts sharply with the fleeting 
references to Aboriginal labourers, in modern literature as well as contemporary 
accounts. As Martin Jolly has observed, Edward Cranstone’s photography elevated the 
status of the white male labourer.21 As an art critic espoused after visiting his exhibition: 
‘The Australian worker – bareheaded, steady-eyed, stripped to the waist – is the dusty, 
sweaty keynote to a display of about 450 photographs … working on untouched land, 
levelling it or building up from it’. Jolly notes that ‘Cranstone’s men are heroic 
soldier/worker/pioneer hybrids’.22 Cranstone’s photographs were of white Australian 
labourers; Aboriginal labourers did not fit these ‘ideals’, not because they did not work as 
hard, but because they were not seen to be pioneers. As McGrath has discussed, often 
Aboriginal workers were depicted in paternalistic or condescending terms.23 In Curtin’s 
Cowboys, though they worked alongside whites and were integral to the unit, Aboriginal 
workers are referred to as separate, differentiated and marginalised from the rest of the 
                                               
19
 Clare Land, ‘Material histories: Clothing, control and resistance on missions, 1910-1920’, in Rethinking 
Colonial Histories: New and Alternative Approaches, eds. Penelope Edmonds and Samuel Furphy, 
(Melbourne: Department of History, University of Melbourne, 2006), 197. There have been a number of 
assaults against police reported at Woorabinda in 2009. See The South East Advertiser Newspaper, 
http://south-east-advertiser.whereilive.com.au/news/story/sexual-assault/ accessed 20 February 2009. 
20
 Alistair Thomson, ANZAC Memories: Living With The Legend, (Melbourne: Oxford University Press, 
1994), 218. 
21
 Martyn Jolly, ‘”Sorely Tried Men”: The Male Body in World War Two Australia’, Artlink, v 16 no 1, 
1996, 50-55. 
22
 Ibid, 51. 
23
 Ann McGrath, ‘”Modern Stone-Age Slavery”: Images of Aboriginal Labour and Sexuality’, in 
Aboriginal Workers, eds. Ann McGrath, Kay Saunders, and Jackie Huggins, (Sydney: Australian Society 
for the Study of Labour History, 1995), 39. 
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corps.24 Such depictions have contributed to their exclusion from the collective memory 
of wartime labour. Through the case study of the Cape Bedford Mission, this thesis aims 
in part to promote recognition of the labour performed by Aboriginal people during the 
war. 
 
Despite highlighting the extraordinary circumstances imposed upon the Cape Bedford 
community, it is important to note that all Australians experienced increased government 
control and the abrogation of civil liberties during the Second World War. The 
Manpower Directorate was established in 1942, which intensified the surveillance and 
organisation of civilians.25 To fill the gulf created in the farming industry by enlistment 
and internment (two thirds of the male workforce left their farms, and more departed 
from factory and other industries),26 the Directorate was empowered to ‘exempt’ any 
person from service in the armed forces and direct them to ‘protected’ industries.27  By 
April 1942, all male labourers were registered and effectively controlled by the 
Australian government.28 Wartime labour schemes, including the CCC and Land Armies 
incorporated Aboriginal people on Queensland’s reserves and missions, escalating 
existing controls over Aboriginal people as this thesis will demonstrate. 
 
The omnipotence of government in Aboriginal lives during this period allowed the 
evacuation to occur as it did. The Aboriginal Protection and Restriction of the Sale of 
Opium Act 1897 was the linchpin of the state government’s oppressive structure, 
sanctioning the powers of ‘Protectors’ (police, pastoralists, and reserve superintendents) 
to control every aspect of Aboriginal lives, including the physical relocation of 
Aboriginal people. The Act, only slightly altered to become the Aboriginal Preservation 
and Protection Act 1939, has been discussed by Regina Ganter and Rosalind Kidd, as 
                                               
24
 Richard and Helen Walker, Curtin’s Cowboys: Australia’s Secret Bush Commandos, (Sydney: Allen and 
Unwin, 1986), 138-150. 
25
 Kate Darian-Smith, On The Home Front: Melbourne In Wartime 1939-1945, (Oxford: Oxford University 
Press, 1990), 7. 
26
 Sue Hardisty, Thanks Girls and Goodbye!: The Story of the Australian Women’s Land Army 1942-45. 
(Ringwood, Vic:Viking O’Neil, 1990), 4. 
27
 Australian War Memorial Website, 
http://www.awm.gov.au/encyclopedia/homefront/reserved_occupations.htm accessed 8 December 2007. 
28
 Darian-Smith, On the Home Front, 52. 
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well as the work of legal scholar Garth Neittham, and political scientists John 
Chesterman and Brian Galligan.29  These historians have drawn attention to sections of 
the Act that regulated Aboriginal employment, highlighting the importance of Aboriginal 
labour in Queensland through the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. These sanctions at 
once denied civil liberties and proliferated oppression and exploitation of Aboriginal 
people. Therefore, by 1942, the structures that allowed the mass movement of Aboriginal 
people without repercussion or appeal were firmly entrenched.  
 
Academic studies of Aboriginal labour have generally focused on a certain industry 
rather than adopting a more holistic community perspective. In addition to May and 
McGrath’s work on the cattle industry, Regina Ganter has examined the northern pearl 
shell and fishing trade and Victoria Haskins Aboriginal domestic labourers in One Bright 
Spot exemplify this tradition.30 Shirleene Robinson has focused on one demographic in 
Something Like Slavery?: Queensland’s Aboriginal Child Workers, 1842-1945.31 Blake 
demonstrated the potential for a more complex perspective through focusing on the 
community experience. Similarly, Christina Twomey’s article on Aboriginal labour at 
Framlingham Protectorate has informed my understanding of mission labour and the 
mission’s reception within the broader community.32 As Queensland reserve residents 
were deployed into numerous industries at any given time throughout the twentieth 
century, a history that incorporates these varied experiences will best demonstrate the 
importance of the community in the state’s economy. Community studies allow for 
intensive, direct discussion about white Australians’ relationship with, and attitudes 
towards, reserve and mission settlements as well as Aboriginal response, initiative and 
                                               
29
 Regina Ganter and Rosalind Kidd, “The Powers of Protectors: Conflicts Surrounding Queensland’s 1897 
Aboriginal Legislation,” Australian Historical Studies, 25, (1993); John Chesterman and Brian Galligan, 
Citizens without Rights: Aborigines and Australian Citizenship, (Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 
1997); Garth Nettheim, Victims of the Law: Black Queenslanders Today, (Sydney: George Allen and 
Unwin, 1981).  
30
 Regina Ganter, The Pearl Shellers of the Torres Strait: Resource Use, Development and Decline, 1860s-
1960s, (Carlton: Melbourne University Press, 1994);Victoria Haskins, One Bright Spot, (Basingstoke, 
U.K.: Palgrave Macmillan, 2005). 
31
 Shirleene Robinson, Something Like Slavery? Queensland’s Aboriginal Child Workers, 1842-1945. 
(North Melbourne: Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2008). 
32
 Christina Twomey, ‘Vagrancy, Indolence and Ignorance: Race, Class and the Idea of Civilisation in the 
Era of Aboriginal “Protection”, Port Phillip 1835-49, Writing Colonial Histories: Comparative 
Perspectives, eds. Tracey Banivanua Mar and Julie Evans, (Carlton, Vic: Department of History, 
University of Melbourne Press, 2002), 93-113. 
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resistance. Importantly, they also signal the continued connectedness between community 
and family despite adversity and dispersion, allowing for some preservation of culture 
and tradition.  
 
South-east Australian missions have received the most academic attention. Aboriginal 
Australians and Christian Missions: Ethnographic and Historical Studies, edited by 
Tony Swain and Deborah Bird Rose countered this imbalance with chapters specifically 
on northern missions. In their respective chapters, Noel Loos and Christopher Anderson 
briefly described conditions at the Cape Bedford and Bloomfield Missions. While Loos 
focused on the missionary’s attitudes towards the Aboriginal Mission residents and the 
residents’ conversion to Christianity, Anderson discussed the labour of Aboriginal 
residents at Bloomfield River Mission This led me to question how the Aboriginal people 
at Cape Bedford were employed.33 Richard Broome and Anna Haebich have discussed 
the industry on Missions in Victoria and southern Western Australia.34 More detailed 
studies of agriculture and industry on missions, such as Christina Twomey’s work on 
Framlingham, and Timothy Bottoms’ on Mona Mona Mission near Cairns cast a 
drastically different interpretation of mission life from those that focus on the conversion 
of mission residents.35 That said, there have been several interesting academic 
discussions on mission life which have influenced this thesis, including the contributions 
of Anne O’Brien, Claire McLisky, Jessie Mitchell and Felicity Jensz whose work on the 
missionaries’ attitudes and their interaction with the mainstream community, as well as 
their attempts to Christianise and ‘civilise’ Aboriginal mission residents.36  
                                               
33
 Noel Loos, ‘Concern and Contempt: Church and Missionary Attitudes towards Aborigines in North 
Queensland in the 19th Century’, in Aboriginal Australians and Christian Missions, Ethnographic and 
Historical Studies, eds. Tony Swain and Deborah Bird Rose, (Bedford Park, South Australia: Australian 
Association for the Study of Religions, 1988); Christopher Anderson, ‘A Case Study in Failure: Kuku-
Yalanji and the Lutherans at Bloomfield River,’ in Aboriginal Australians and Christian Missions, eds. 
Swain and Bird Rose, 322-25. 
34
 Richard Broome, Aboriginal Australians: Black Responses to White Dominance, 1788-1980, (Sydney: 
George Allen and Unwin, 1982); Anna Haebich, For Their Own Good: Aborigines and Government in the 
Southwest of Western Australia, 1900-1940. (Nedlands, WA: University of Western Australia Press, 1988). 
35
 Twomey, ‘Vagrancy, Indolence and Ignorance’, Writing Colonial Histories, eds. Banivanua Mar and 
Evans; Timothy Bottoms, ‘Land Use at Mona Mona Mission, 1913-1962’, Journal of the Royal Historical 
Society of Queensland, v. 17, no. 10, May 1998, 455-62. 
36
 Anne O’Brien, ‘Saving the “Empty North” in Australia’, in Empires of Religion, ed. Hilary Carey, 
(London: Palgrave, 2008); Claire McLisky, “All of One Blood? Race and Redemption on Maloga Mission, 
1874-88”, in Historicising Whiteness: Transnational Perspectives on the Construction of Identity, eds. 
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Kay Saunders’ work is the most comprehensive on Aboriginal people’s wartime 
employment. Her chapter ‘Inequalities of Sacrifice’ in Aboriginal Workers detailed the 
employment of Aboriginal people by both Australian defence and government bodies.37 
Saunders’ chapter scarcely mentions Queensland, however, and her book War on the 
Home front: State Intervention in Queensland 1938-1948 includes extremely limited 
information on Aboriginal communities during this period. Nor did she discuss the 
Manpower Directorate, as she deemed it a ‘nationally based broad issue’ rather than 
Queensland-specific.38 Aboriginal involvement in Manpower Directorate schemes has 
been only fleetingly mentioned in other existing literature.39 This thesis will be the first 
work to clearly signal the extent of collaboration between the Queensland state 
government and Aboriginal settlements with the Directorate.  
 
Aboriginal people had varied experiences of wartime employment, depending on where 
they were and whether they were employed by the government or the military. Noah 
Riseman’s work on the Arnhem Land Reconnaissance Force40 and the anthropological 
                                                                                                                                            
Leigh Boucher, Jane Carey and Katherine Ellinghaus, (Melbourne: RMIT e-publishing, 2006); Jessie 
Mitchell, ‘”Can These Dry Bones Live?”: Conversion and Worship on Aboriginal Missions and 
Protectorate Stations’, paper given at Trans-Tasman Missionary History Conference, 2004, 1-18; Felicity 
Jensz, ‘German Speaking Missionaries and their Concepts of Britishness’, in Exploring the British World: 
Identity, Cultural Production, Institutions, eds. Kate Darian-Smith, Patricia Grimshaw, Kiera Lindsay, 
Stuart MacIntyre, (Melbourne: RMIT e-Publishing, 2004)¸143-158; Jensz, ‘”Ohne Neid” (“Without 
Jealousy”): Moravian Missionaries’ Ideas of Land Ownership in Colonial Victoria’, Rethinking Colonial 
Histories, eds. Edmonds and Furphy, 219-231. 
37
 Kay Saunders, ‘Inequalities of Sacrifice: Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Labour in Northern 
Australia during the Second World War’, in Aboriginal Workers, ed. McGrath, Saunders and Huggins, 131-
148. 
38
 Kay Saunders, War on the Home Front: State Intervention in Queensland 1938-1948, (St Lucia, Qld: 
University of Queensland Press, 1993), 7. 
39
 Kidd, The Way We Civilise, 154, 156, 161, 168; Kidd, Hard Labour Stolen Wages, (Rozelle, NSW: 
Australians for Native Title and Reconciliation, 2007), 19; Noel Pearson, ‘Guugu Yimidhirr History: Hope 
Vale Lutheran Mission (1900-1950), Maps, Dreams and History: Race and Representation in Australia,ed. 
Jan Kociumbus, (Sydney: Braxus Press, 1998), 214-6; Edwina Toohey, Before the Aeroplane Dance: The 
Torres Strait and Cape York, Islanders, Aborigines and Adventurers, 1860s to 1914. (Rockhampton, Qld: 
Central Queensland University Press, 2001), 55; Saunders, ‘Inequalities of Sacrifice’, 131; Robert Castle 
and Jim Hagan, ‘Regulation of Aboriginal Labour in Queensland: Protectors, Agreements and Trust 
Accounts 1897-1965’, Labour History, 72, May 1997, 73; Anna Haebich, Broken Circles: Fragmenting 
Indigenous Families 1800-2000, (Fremantle, W.A.:Fremantle Arts Centre Press, 2000), 419; Raymond 
Evans, A History of Queensland, (Melbourne: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 193. 
40
 Noah Riseman, “Colonising Yolngu Defence: Arnhem Land in the Second World War and Transnational 
Uses of Indigenous People in the Second World War”, PhD. University of Melbourne, 2008; Donald 
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work of the Ronald and Catherine Berndt have outlined the experience of Aboriginal 
people employed by the military in the Northern Territory.41  Aboriginal people involved 
with the military in the Northern Territory had a different experience of the war from 
Aboriginal Queenslanders. As Riseman has concluded, however, wartime employment 
resulted in continuity in government policy for Aboriginal people. The military acted as 
an extension of the government in its control over Aboriginal lives, one of many 
departments which assumed additional power during the war.  
 
The employment of Aboriginal people on and outside of Queensland’s reserves and 
missions also necessarily separated families, an experience brought to the attention of all 
Australians by the 2008 apology to the Stolen Generations.42 The term ‘Stolen 
Generations’ refers to children who were removed from their families, usually living 
traditional lifestyles, and placed into institutional care throughout the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries. As Blake has stated, the removal of Aboriginal people to reserves 
was considered to serve several purposes, ‘removing the old and unemployable from 
station and fringe camps; controlling behaviour in fringe camps, on settlements and 
labour relations.’43 Cape Bedford community members who had been removed from their 
families had been able to maintain some contact with them. The evacuation 
geographically separated them from their families and, through deployment in outside 
work gangs; they were distanced from relatives who had accompanied them to 
Woorabinda. The removal of fifty people to Palm Island instead of Woorabinda also 
separated families. Twelve members of the Cape Bedford community contributed to the 
Bringing Them Home: the Stolen Children Report 1997, detailing their own experience of 
family separation.44 Doreen Mellor and Anna Haebich have published the story of Jim 
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Hart, a resident of Cape Bedford, who was removed from his family and grew up at the 
Mission.45 Two of their interviews are incorporated into this thesis, as they detail life on 
the Mission as well as the evacuation and years at Woorabinda.46 This issue of separation 
and removal, being one of such high importance and ongoing concern, will be explored 
throughout the thesis, informed by Anna Haebich, Peter Read, Thom Blake, Mark Finane 
and John McGuire in particular.47  
 
In addition to contemporary discussions on the Stolen Generations, ongoing legal battles 
for the compensation of Stolen Wages have influenced this thesis. The term ‘Stolen 
Wages’ refers to the wages of Aboriginal employees that were siphoned into trust funds 
(for example, the Aboriginal Protection of Property Account established in 1902, the 
Aboriginal Provident Fund established in 1919, and the Aboriginal Welfare Fund created 
in 1943) created by the Queensland state government during the twentieth century 
without the consent of Aboriginal labourers.48 The cases for compensation have been 
complicated by the lack of contractual, documentary evidence of labour, as employers 
were notoriously lax with record-keeping and deliberately avoided signing contracts 
when possible. Due to the lack of documented, contractual employment and unintelligible 
bank records, many of those eligible for payment will not be able to claim it.49 The 
Queensland government is currently accepting claims for compensation to workers or 
their families, and has promised up to 3000 dollars, depending on whether the worker 
was born on or before 31 December 1956, and whether their wages were controlled by a 
parliamentary ‘protectionist’ Act.50 While there were some earlier academic 
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investigations into the Queensland government’s withholding of Aboriginal wages,51 
Rosalind Kidd’s latest book, Trustees on Trial: Recovering the Stolen Wages, covers the 
extensive period between 1897 and today, drawing together discussion on remuneration 
cases in both Australia and North America.52 As the issue of Stolen Wages has directly 
affected the Cape Bedford community, I have been inspired by her attention to financial 
detail and unveiling of financial discrepancies and fraud. Lawyer Scott McDougall has 
contended that despite the fact that ‘the availability of a cheap labour force underpinned 
the Queensland Government’s policy of creating and maintaining Aboriginal reserves and 
missions’ the Queensland government would refuse to compensate underpaid workers 
from Hopevale, Wujal Wujal, Doomadgee, Aurukun and Mornington Island.53 The 
physical experience of labour of these on missions differed little from those on 
government reserves or, in fact, from any other Australian citizen employed in the 
agricultural, domestic service or fishing industries.54 Dedicated study into specific details 
of money withheld from Cape Bedford workers is outside the scope of this thesis, though 
it will hopefully generate further research into this matter which will in turn demonstrate 
Mission residents’ right to due compensation. 
 
Peter Weiss, Everard Leske and Otto Thiele have recorded the work of Lutheran 
missionaries in Australia,55 but have spoken very broadly about the Lutheran church’s 
operations in Australia. Vallee has written a comprehensive history on the most famous 
Lutheran endeavour, Hermannsburg Mission, which was in Central Australia.56 Texts 
written specifically about Cape Bedford Mission include Gangurru by Howard Pohlner, a 
Cape Bedford missionary. Containing many quotes from primary documents and first-
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hand accounts of mission life, the most valuable element of Gangurru was the inclusion 
of missionaries’ journal entries and letters that were translated from German. However, 
as Pearson has commented,57 Pohlner’s work lacked broader historical context and 
academic referencing, and his bias towards the missionary endeavour is obvious in his 
account.58 Wilhelm Poland, who worked with Schwarz at the Mission until 1909, also 
published a book about his experience at Cape Bedford. Loose Leaves, included 
translated excerpts from booklets that he produced during his time on the mission.59 
Additionally, a commemorative biography has been written about Schwarz for a Lutheran 
church publication.60 From the Aboriginal community there has been one biographical 
text published,61 and one community book on stories and basket weaving.62 As most 
Aboriginal people at Cape Bedford were of Guugu Yimidhirr background, 
anthropologists Bruce Rigsby and John Haviland have focused largely on the histories of 
non-Guugu Yimidhirr people (the Barrow Point people and Lamalama languages for 
example), with the clear intention of preserving lost or disappearing languages and 
culture.63  
 
Noel Pearson has also described conditions for the Cape Bedford people. Pearson grew 
up in the Cape Bedford community and has been heavily involved in claims for Native 
Title around Cooktown. He suggested in his published thesis that the community was 
retained at Woorabinda after the war to be used in labour programs:  
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While the relevant DNA [Department of Native Affairs] and military 
documents are unavailable for this thesis, the utilisation of Guugu 
Yimidhirr labour in war-time primary industry may have been one of the 
reasons why the Authorities decided to evacuate them. Certainly the 
Pharaoh of this exile, the DNA, was unwilling to let them leave 
Woorabinda, because the Guugu Yimidhirr were so important to the 
settlement where projects such as the station at Foleyvale, hinged on 
keeping them there.64  
While his thesis did not focus on this period, Pearson discussed the community’s 
resistance to religious conversion and their maintenance of cultural traditions.65 Over 
twenty years have passed since Pearson’s work was published, and some restrictions have 
lifted, allowing me to contribute further to his initial research. As Pearson necessarily 
diverted his focus onto native title and welfare reform he has not published anything 
more on the community’s history. Unfortunately his autobiography will be on sale one 
month after this thesis is submitted.66 
 
While Cape Bedford has received some scholarly attention, the only publication produced 
specifically on Woorabinda’s history celebrated the reserve’s Jubilee year. This 
publication contained information about both black and white Reserve residents through 
the years 1927 to 1977, including the Cape Bedford evacuees.67 The book contains 
interesting information about the farming ventures at the reserve. Apart from passing 
reference to Woorabinda in Rosalind Kidd’s The Way We Civilise,68 some comparative 
archaeological study by Mary-Jean Sutton,69 and an unpublished honours thesis by 
Therese Forde,70 the only other text that describes the Reserve is the autobiography of 
Albert Holt, an Aboriginal man who was sent from Cherbourg to Woorabinda to work in 
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the 1950s.71 This thesis will, as a result, be among the very few academic studies on the 
organisation and superintendents at Woorabinda.  
 
This thesis is based heavily in archival research conducted at the Queensland State 
Archives (QSA). Most of the documents used were created by government officials or by 
Mission and Reserve superintendents, with much of the research based on 
correspondence between superintendents and the Department of Native Affairs,72 and 
memorandums issued from various government departments to the reserves. I also 
viewed the Aboriginals Employment Register from Cooktown dating from 1925 to 
1939,73 and the Occurrence Register,74 as well as applications for Aboriginal employees 
made to Woorabinda during the war period.75 Annual reports written by the Director of 
Native Affairs about the government reserves and missions during the war period were 
very useful in detailing Aboriginal employment.76 The Communities Department of 
Queensland allowed my access to restricted documents for the purpose of this thesis. To 
balance my heavy reliance on government sources, where possible, interviews recorded 
by other researchers, such as anthropologists Bruce Rigsby and John Haviland77 and 
investigators for the Bringing Them Home Report have been cited to incorporate Mission 
residents’ perspectives. Unfortunately due to financial constraints and other logistical 
issues I have not been able to visit these communities so as to conduct interviews. The 
importance of oral testimony in Aboriginal history can not be overstated. The work of 
Inara Walden has demonstrated the wonderful insight that oral interviews can offer into 
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personal experiences of labour and interaction.78 Any further research will be greatly 
enhanced by conducting interviews in the future.  
 
Each of the following chapters will examine the ways that Queensland’s state 
government in particular organised and utilised Aboriginal labour, and the ways that this 
impacted on the Cape Bedford Mission community. The first chapter will discuss the 
introduction of European modes of labour to residents of Cape Bedford Mission from 
1880 until 1942. The centrality of labour to the relationship established between the 
colonisers and the colonised will be apparent, even as it changed over time. The 
institution of the 1897 Protection Act made this unavoidable. The chapter will end with 
the beginning of Second World War, revealing how this inhibited Mission activity. The 
second chapter will detail the event of the evacuation, and assess the degree to which the 
manpower shortage influenced the removal of the community to Woorabinda. It will also 
outline the labour policies in place at Woorabinda and their immediate impact on the 
community. Chapter three will continue to discuss Woorabinda’s labour policies. Noting 
the importance of labour in the creation of mainstream society’s attitudes towards 
Aboriginal people, the more personal affects of employment upon the community during 
this period will also be discussed. 
 
This community’s history offers a lens through which to view the application of 
Queensland’s protectionist and wartime legislations. As will be demonstrated, the 1897 
Act and the subsequent 1939 Act were navigational devices for Queensland’s mission 
and reserve superintendents; however, superintendents could manipulate conditions so 
that communities had varied experiences under the one legal system. Often the 
superintendents’ manipulation of the Act governed the degree of visibility of a reserve or 
mission community within the local economy. Regardless of slight variations, these core 
points were consistent: labour, movement, money and culture were strictly supervised, 
according to the whim of the superintendent. By providing a new and detailed case study, 
this thesis will offer a fresh perspective on the history of Cape Bedford Mission, as well 
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as the history of government Aboriginal reserves. It will demonstrate particularly the 
centrality of Aboriginal labour to this history, and to Aboriginal experiences. By 
revealing the extent and nature of the work undertaken by Aboriginal people in these 
institutions, it will highlight the ‘paradox’ of the invisibility of Aboriginal workers. 
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Chapter One 
Land and Labour at Cape Bedford Mission: 1886 to 1942. 
 
The Palmer River gold rush in 1873 resulted in an enormous influx of settlers to North 
Queensland, and triggered the establishment of pastoral enterprises around Cooktown.79 
The encroachment of non-Aboriginal people on to the lands of the Guugu Yimidhirr, 
Guugu Nyiguudji, Guugu Warra and Guugu Yalandji peoples sparked violent 
confrontations between settlers, native police, and Aboriginal people.80 Eventually, these 
Aboriginal people were forced from their land and on to ‘less desirable tracts of 
country,’81 in turn causing the drastic alteration in their social and cultural organisation. 
Despite these atrocities, segregation was never complete between white settlers, Torres 
Strait Islanders, Chinese people and Aboriginal Australians during this colonial period 
and the boundaries between whites and Aboriginal people were in constant transition.82 
While some Aboriginal people continued to resist the invasion of their land,83 others 
interacted with the non-Aboriginal community through work on pastoral stations, pearl 
luggers or in pubs and stores in Cooktown.84 
 
For nearly twenty years, interaction between white and Aboriginal people in Queensland 
went without regulation. However due to reports of abuses against Aboriginal labourers 
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the state government created the Aboriginal Protection and Restriction on the Sale of 
Opium Act in 1897. Although Aboriginal reserves and missions were established in  
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Figure 1 Map of Cape Bedford, QSA Item ID715689. 
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Figure 2 ‘George Schwarz, Lutheran missionary, 1897’.  State Library of Queensland. 
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Queensland from 1866 onwards,85 the 1897 Act inaugurated the orchestrated 
institutionalisation of hundreds of Queensland’s Aboriginal people. The Act entrenched 
practices of exploitation, segregation, and family separation with competition for land 
and labour at the core. This chapter will explain the effects of this Act, and other 
legislation created by Queensland governments, on those interned at Cape Bedford 
Mission. It is important to understand these existing government policies, as they allowed 
the evacuation to occur without the Mission residents’ consent and without any 
consideration for the impact the evacuation would have on the community. I will examine 
some of the tensions evolving from land and labour use and competition at the Mission 
prior to the 1942 evacuation. Many tensions that lurked beneath the surface prior to the 
Second World War emerged through the crisis of evacuation.  
 
The Lutheran church established the Mission at Cape Bedford in 1886, eleven years 
before the Protectionist Act of 1897. The Mission was founded by Johann Flierl, a 
member of the church who was on his way to Lutheran Missions in New Guinea.86 Cape 
Bedford lay eighty kilometres north of Cooktown on 55 000 acres. Arriving at the 
Mission in 1887 at the age of nineteen, Schwarz presided over the Mission for more than 
fifty years.87 Schwarz was given the role of superintendent which legalised his power to 
expel and intern all Aboriginal people onto the Mission as he saw fit, with assistance 
from the local police and the Protector of Aboriginals (from 1939 known as the Director 
of Native Affairs).88 Schwarz was therefore implicitly involved in processes of 
controlling Aboriginal people, acting as mediator in negotiations for access to land and 
labour.89 Those who resided at Cape Bedford were in, what was by law, his domain.  
 
Employment was a focus of the 1897 Act, which was partially based on the existing 
Master and Servant Act of 1845 (and originally created to monitor convict labourers).90 
Its provisions were based on reports written by Archibald Meston (later the Protector of 
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Aborigines in Southern Queensland) and Walter Roth (who was to be the Northern 
Queensland Protector of Aborigines from 1898 to 1906) in response to reports of 
atrocities against Aboriginal employees.91  The Act required that all Aboriginal labourers 
be signed into employment on twelve-month contracts, as approved by either the police 
or reserve superintendents. Police officers, reserve and mission superintendents thus 
acted as mediators between Aboriginal and other white Australians. 92 However, many 
employers avoided signing these contracts in protest of what they deemed to be 
government interference in their affairs. They were economically motivated; previously 
employers had paid Aboriginal employees with rations or low wages, and the Act 
required Aboriginal workers to be paid a wage.93 The Queensland government guaranteed 
Aboriginal workers a minimum of one pound ten shillings per month.94 If Aboriginal 
workers were on contract, they were on record, and therefore employers were 
accountable. However there were loopholes at even higher levels. The Harvester decision 
of 1907 guaranteed white workers a minimum salary of seven pounds per month, but 
neglected to set a minimum wage for Aboriginal employees.95 Again, in 1918 when the 
Station Hands Award was created, Aboriginal people were to be ‘specifically excluded 
from the award’.96 National legislation to protect the rights of white workers effectively 
denied Aboriginal equity through exclusion. Furthermore, by excluding them from 
legislation, Aboriginal labourers were made invisible. Employers compounded this 
through avoiding contracts, not paying Aboriginal labourers, and defiantly trying to 
maintain Aboriginal people as a cheap workforce.97 The fact that employers’ avoided the 
contractual agreements perpetuated the historical invisibility of Aboriginal labourers, 
whose work thus went virtually unrecorded.  
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The Act also made those of full Aboriginal descent, or mixed Aboriginal and European 
heritage under sixteen years of age wards of the state.98 In 1934 this Act was extended to 
incorporate children up to the age of twenty-one, and children with mixed non-European 
heritage (for example, people with Aboriginal and Chinese heritage).99 All who were 
exempt could live outside the reserves and missions but were generally relegated to the 
town fringes.100 Those who did come under the Act were usually removed to missions 
and government reserves throughout Queensland, such as Bloomfield, Yarrabah, 
Cherbourg and Palm Island.101 This included those who were not under the Act but who 
were unemployable due to age or disability, a health or moral risk to the white 
community to reserves or missions.102 The threat of removal was a potent deterrent from 
disobedience and rebellion, and became a mechanism through which employers could 
control Aboriginal labourers.103  
 
These changes had irreversible social implications for Aboriginal people. Prior to the 
arrival of white settlers, Aboriginal people around Cooktown were organised into 
approximately fifty tribal territories with distinct language groups, including Guugu 
Yimidhirr, Guugu Nyiguudji, Guugu Warra and Guugu Yalandji.104 People from all these 
different groups were relocated onto the Mission, which was on traditional Guugu 
Yimidhirr territory. No consideration was made for the impact of this merger between 
tribal groups. Guugu Yimidhirr became the Mission’s lingua franca and was learned by 
the missionaries and used for prayer and hymns.105 All others were in the minority, and 
had to embrace Guugu Yimidhirr and English for writing and speech.106 Several 
languages and cultures were lost in this process. 
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Some arrived at the Mission of their own volition, and others under force from 
government officials or the police.107 Many children arrived at the Mission after being 
removed from or delivered by their parents. Children were considered by missionaries 
and government officials to be the most adaptable to European modes of living.108 They 
were also thus seen as a bridge to the gap between Aboriginal adults, the Lutheran church 
and the Queensland state government. As J. W. Bleakley, the Director of Native Affairs, 
reflected in 1937, ‘these trained young people are the best missionaries to the old 
nomads’.109 One Cape Bedford resident, Walter Jack, recounted his arrival at Cape 
Bedford Mission: 
Well my father couldn’t talk English, so they called Mr Schwarz … He 
came to Cooktown and my father talk in language and Muni [Schwarz] talk 
in English to the police. The police wanted to send us to Palm Island but 
Muni said, "No I want them all, Cape Bedford, the kids", like the school… 
and my father came back to Bridge Creek it's called, over there… and my 
father and mother stayed there for a while and then they went back, outside 
again, you know. 
And then I never seen them anymore… I don't know where… where he got 
sick and died and my mother too.110 
Some children were able to move between the Mission dormitories and their family 
homes, actively connecting the Mission with those living on its periphery.111 This was not 
possible for all, however, and the traumatic impact of these policies is clear.  
 
For the adults who lived on the Mission, the missionaries maintained a policy of ‘no 
work, no food.’112 Work was the cornerstone of the relationship between the missionaries 
and the Aboriginal people under their ‘protection’. In fact, Missionary Pfalzer, who 
preceded Schwarz at Cape Bedford, had firmly claimed ‘the only thing that would keep 
these wildly roaming hordes together at all is work; and if they are to work, they must be 
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fed.’113 Pfalzer’s comment demonstrated the contribution of work to cohesiveness within 
Aboriginal family groups. Families from nearby Barrow Point, Cape Melville and Port 
Steward frequently visited the Mission both to obtain food and to visit their children who 
lived in the Mission’s dormitories. While there, the missionaries often engaged these 
visitors in agricultural projects.114 Food portions may have been meagre, but food and 
labour became currency on the mission. Aboriginal people would receive food for their 
labour, and their labour would produce food.115 Mission residents received food, and 
shelter, religious ministrations and training in domestic work in exchange for 
participating in agricultural labour. As Peggy Brock has discussed with regards to 
Hermannsburg Mission in Central Australia, mission life consisted of a series of 
exchange relationships, even if the two parties disagreed on what was to be exchanged.116 
By maintaining these exchanges, adults who worked at Cape Bedford could more easily 
contact their children.  
 
The 1897 Act led to family separation in other ways. The missionaries at Cape Bedford 
separated single Aboriginal men and women and imposed strict curfews, claiming that 
they were emancipating Aboriginal women from a life of polygamy and servitude 
supposedly experienced in their traditional culture.117 McGrath has noted that this 
behaviour empowered the ‘heroic rescuers’ (in this case the missionaries) by giving them 
‘a heightened sense of masculinity and asserted superiority … according to the value of 
their ideal of “gentle” treatment of women’.118 Dormitories were guarded at night, for 
fear that the women would run away or be abducted.119 Work was also divided by gender, 
with girls instructed in domestic service, and boys in agricultural labour, with women 
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often charged with cleaning the missionary’s homes.120  Such tasks were deemed 
appropriate for each gender at the time, in the missionaries’ understanding. Through this 
division, the missionaries attempted to introduce western understandings of modesty and 
civility to Mission life. Though trained in these duties, Cape Bedford’s residents did not 
enter into outside employment, as was the case on some other Missions and all 
government reserves.121 They were employed only on the Mission. 
 
Through this, the missionaries also established symbolic and physical boundaries 
between the Mission and the external community. The missionaries wanted to be as 
distant as possible from ‘undesirables from town.’122 Schwarz wrote in the 1930s: ‘To 
avoid getting our people [too] near to Cooktown it is our intention to have the main 
settlement about eight miles back from where we intend to have a small boat to keep up 
communication between the main settlement and our agricultural enterprise’. He went on 
to mention a Quarantine reserve that was proposed for the south-west corner of the 
Mission. ‘The inclusion of this Quarantine Reserve would protect the Aboriginals against 
possible interference and molestation from undesirables from town and from boats in 
harbour, and would therefore be most desirable’.123 By doing this, Schwarz established a 
policy of isolation, strictly supervising people coming and going from the Mission, both 
white and Aboriginal.124 The isolation policy reflected a paternalistic and protectionist 
tendency in relation to the Aboriginal Mission residents. During the 1920s and 1930s, 
Schwarz fought to extend the Mission’s reserved land to incorporate an isolated inlet so 
that residents could fish without molestation from Japanese beche-de-mer recruiters.125 
He argued that it was ‘not so much the idea of preventing others from fishing in these 
places, as the idea of making it impossible for the crews of Jap[anese] boats to interfere 
in any way with our people there; a very necessary precaution.’126 Schwarz’s concerns 
were not unfounded; indeed, the 1897 Act had been in part a response to the reported  
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Figure 3 Schwarz's Plans for Quarantine Reserve. Schwarz to Chief Protector of Aboriginals, 30 
May 1936. QSA, Item ID336188. 
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outrages on Japanese luggers,127 with accusations including the denial of blankets, rations 
and safe work conditions for their employees.128 In fact, one Cape Bedford resident had 
family members working on Japanese luggers and had heard of such occurrences.129 With 
Schwarz advocating the Missions isolation, Cape Bedford Aboriginal people had only 
limited contact with Japanese lugger crews.130 The Mission’s physical separation from 
the mainstream society contributed to Aboriginal labourers’ perceived invisibility; Cape 
Bedford residents were not signed on to contracts, and their produce was not sold at 
market until the 1930s. There was no shortage of agricultural endeavour at the Mission.  
 
Through the introduction of the industries noted above, Schwarz attempted to inculcate 
Aboriginal Mission residents with practices of European civility. Markers of European 
modernity were not evident in Aboriginal society, and thus settlers and missionaries often 
considered them to be uncivilised.131 Colonists judged the degree of a person’s civility on 
a number of components; however, the engagement of Aboriginal people in European 
labour was central in the creation of these views. Rod MacNeil has argued:  
Within colonial discourse, the epistemological and conceptual origin of the 
distinction between a civilised and uncivilised condition lay in the 
cultivation of land. Accordingly, in the absence of recognisable signs of 
farming — as defined and understood by settlers — it was possible to 
assume that Aboriginal people had never been in possession of Australian 
land, having ranged over it rather than resided upon it.132  
The perceived lack of construction, industrialisation and production on the land by the 
Aboriginal people was abhorred by the settlers, who considered it their provident task to 
tame the wilderness.133 This was reflected in Hudson Fysh’s book Taming the North 
which recounted tales of the Kennedys, some of the first white settlers on Cape York.134 
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According to this view, labour also had both moral and economic value on the Mission. 
The Mission’s director, Otto Thiele, detailed their philosophy;  
The Lutheran Mission … has through its existence tried to follow out the 
principle that the [Aboriginal people] under its care should not remain a 
burden on the country, but should be raised from their primitive state to 
become useful citizens. Such an aim can only be obtained by settling these 
nomadic people and training them to work.135 
Thiele’s words echo those of many other Australian-based Missionaries of the early 
twentieth century.136 Max Weber’s study of Protestant ethics outlined the unacceptability 
of idleness, with ‘waste of time … the first and in principle the deadliest of sins.’137 The 
missionaries based their beliefs firmly in the Bible’s Old Testament which instructed 
them to ‘go forth and multiply, subdue the earth and engage in agriculture.’138 The 
Lutherans at Cape Bedford therefore believed that hard work brought salvation and led to 
the acquisition of civility and modernity.139  
 
Following these convictions, the missionaries instituted agricultural schemes and these 
values at Cape Bedford. Through the adoption of European farming techniques, the 
Aboriginal Mission residents could mark the land and, theoretically, make a claim to it. 
The Mission constantly had to defend its efforts so that neighbouring settlers could not 
protest against the land’s use. Agricultural activity on the Mission became a means of 
legitimising their claim to the land, as well as providing subsistence for its residents. 
However, the introduction of agriculture and other European labour practices became a 
source of tension between the missionaries and Aboriginal residents. Missionary Poland, 
who worked at Cape Bedford Mission from 1888 to 1908, described the Aboriginal 
people as ‘very work-shy and used to absolute unrestricted freedom. The men have 
neither strength nor energy. They loaf all day long. Their two or three wives have to feed 
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them.’140 Poland was describing Aboriginal reaction to their dispossession, rather than 
describing their ability. Pearson has suggested that: ‘not only was the presumption that 
the people adopt a European work ethic a cultural arrogance, the actual work that the 
missionaries expected the people to undertake would have seemed purposeless to 
them.’141 While in some ways the missionaries were amongst the most sensitive to the 
atrocities committed against Aboriginal people at the time, Poland’s comments 
demonstrate that Aboriginal reactions to European modes of labour became a stumbling 
block in forming respectful relationships. 
 
In these earlier decades of the Mission, settlers entered into discourses that consolidated 
their own feelings of land ownership and concurrently aimed to dissolve Aboriginal 
claims to land.142 Patrick Wolfe has suggested that land was central to the relationship 
between the colonisers and the colonised in settler societies;143 this argument is supported 
by the apparent ownership assumed by settlers when they amalgamated the land with 
their own labour. These sentiments existed from the first white settlement, despite settlers 
employing Aboriginal labourers to assist with what they saw as taming the wilderness.144 
Nicholas Gill has explored European settlers’ ‘portable’ connection to land: ‘pastoral 
relationships, based as they are in labour and reproduction may be recreated in different 
places.’ Such sentiment was reflected in the words of Mission neighbour A. C. Wallace. 
Wallace resisted the extension of the Mission onto what had been his lease, even after the 
local council had awarded it to the Mission.145 In 1935 Wallace wrote: ‘when my 
existence is at stake, as it is now, I must take all the steps I can to preserve my home and 
my father’s life work.’146 Due to settler’s perceptions that Aboriginal people were not 
labouring on the Mission land, they deemed their own claims to the Mission’s reserved 
land to be more legitimate. Historian Felicity Jensz has noted similar attitudes among 
settlers in Victoria in her work on the Lake Boga Moravian Mission. Examining the 
attitudes of nearby squatters, she suggests that ‘as Aborigines had not improved the land 
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in a fashion known to Europeans, who had learnt how to cultivate crops, raise domestic 
animals, and mark the land, had in the eyes of the squatter more rights to the soil of this 
new colony than had the original inhabitants of the land.’147  
 
Contributing to the Mission’s endeavours, the Minister for Lands awarded more land to 
Cape Bedford in 1934 on the condition that:  
If agricultural settlement is successfully established by white persons along 
the McIvor River and an extension of such settlement is desired, any 
agricultural land occupied by the Aboriginal Authorities and not put to 
reasonable use may be excluded from the reserve and settled by white 
selectors.148  
Schwarz commented:  
The aboriginals themselves are unable to alter the conditions under which 
they live. They have no right to the land, that was originally their own, they 
cannot raise their voice and plead their cause. We of the mission speak for 
them, but we are powerless when the question of Reserves for them is 
concerned. In that matter the Government alone is able to come to their 
aid.149  
Again, this demonstrates Schwarz’s role as mediator. However, his imposed physical 
segregation of the Mission residents from the white community worked against him.150 
Due to Schwarz’s isolation policy, neighbouring settlers could choose not to 
acknowledge Mission residents’ cultivating crops because they were not allowed to enter 
the property (even though, on several occasions, it is suspected that they did so).151 The 
Mission’s absence from the mainstream economy facilitated white settlers’ claims to land 
ownership. Land and labour were thus intertwined.  
 
Despite outside perceptions, Cape Bedford Mission residents strove towards self-
sufficiency out of necessity. Mission residents relied entirely on their own industry for 
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survival. Due to the sporadic retraction of funds from both the government and the 
Lutheran church from the time of the Mission’s inception until the Second World War,152 
the Mission struggled financially and could not maintain accounts with merchants in 
Cooktown.153 Even when the Mission received 750 pounds from the state government, 
along with 200 pounds from the state treasury in 1933, it was not considered enough to 
cover the Mission’s running costs. This sum was to feed all residents, maintain facilities 
and pay the superintendent’s wages.154 Exactly how self-sufficiency was achieved was 
dictated by the individual superintendent. Archibald Meston, who helped formulate the 
1897 Act, had hoped Aboriginal settlements would become agricultural hubs. He had 
recommended that ‘each mission be delegated 100 acres of fertile land to continue their 
agricultural programs.’155 At many missions and reserves, this meant the pastoral work 
onsite, an industry established at Cape Bedford in the mid-1890s.156 As historian Anna 
Haebich has observed, ‘Australian colonial policy had embraced the institutional mission 
model of centralising and segregating Aborigines and subjecting them to various 
strategies to turn them into settled agricultural workers.’157 While on government 
reserves, these projects trained Aboriginal people for private employment, the 
missionaries hoped for other results.  
 
With civility and self-sustainability in mind, by 1925 there were 250 head of cattle on the 
Cape Bedford mission, producing milk and meat for the residents.158 The herd was 
constantly blighted by plagues and raids by neighbouring stockmen,159 which was due in 
part to the missionaries’ inexperience and incompetence with this type of work.160 While  
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Figure 4 ‘Cattle Property Near Mt. Webb on the Cape Bedford Aboriginal Reserve’. John Oxley 
Library, State Library of Queensland. 
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other Germans in Queensland, by the 1880s, had earned a reputation ‘as industrious, if 
somewhat clannish, agriculturalists,’161 this reputation was not upheld by the Lutheran  
missionaries at Cape Bedford. Despite their lack of knowledge, Schwarz endeavoured to 
instil ‘standard European work routines’.162  New crops were constantly trialled, 
including cotton, sisal hemp, coconuts and fishing, but as the Mission’s director, Otto 
Thiele observed; ‘[all] and every one of our undertakings met with disappointment.’163 
Ella Bowen, who grew up with her parents on the Mission during the 1930s, described 
how: ‘Dad was on the plough, ploughing the ground to plant peanuts, but no good crops, 
nothing, you couldn’t plant anything, only potatoes to feed the people there.’164 Walter 
Jack remembered:  
Yeah, we work around there. We work chopping and do a lot of carrying 
wood you know, for the kitchen or something like that. And when I grown 
up big at Spring Hill, I work on the farm and I grubbing trees, planting 
potatoes, pumpkin, cutting scrub, scrub you know. Falling scrub, plant 
pumpkin, watermelon, manuk, we never had them now.165 
The poor quality of the Mission soil was also a severe obstacle. Despite these 
enormous difficulties, in 1935 Schwarz wrote that the Mission residents were working 
‘like Trojans’ to clear the land for cultivation.166  
 
As time passed, attitudes changed; generations of Aboriginal people grew up under the 
Act at Cape Bedford, and were more accepting of, or at least, more accustomed to the 
Mission’s policies. As productivity increased on the Mission during the 1920s and 30s, 
Schwarz instituted certain residents as figures of authority. Those with European heritage 
were given more authoritative jobs which created social divisions on the Mission. 
Hierarchies emerged based on skin colour and the delegation of authority. Paddy McIvor, 
a mission resident of mixed descent, exemplified this policy. Schwarz appointed McIvor 
as the dormitory manager at the Mission school, which meant he was responsible for the 
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allocation and administration of punishment there.167 He was thus in a position of power, 
upheld by the head of the Mission. Such constructed hierarchies directly reflected 
government policies of the era. By 1937, Director of Native Affairs, J. W. Bleakley, had 
firm opinions on the superiority of ‘half castes’ to ‘full blooded’ Aboriginal people.168 
During the same era, A. O. Neville, the Chief Protector of Aborigines in Western 
Australia between 1915 and 1936, was the most famous spokesman for and architect of 
policies based on these views.169 Schwarz supported this and perpetuated these beliefs by 
awarding leadership or more independent jobs to Mission residents who were of mixed 
descent. This imposed social status became a source of conflict within the community 
that continues today.170 Thus, social hierarchies were sometimes created according to the 
allocation of a certain task on the mission.  
 
The aforementioned social shifts were partly reflected in the Mission’s financial situation. 
In 1925, the Cape Bedford residents grew enough produce both to feed themselves and to 
sell excess stock in the local market, saving approximately seventy-five pounds in 
Mission expenditure. Through the sale of Mauritius beans and beche-de-mer, the Mission 
received an additional 332 pounds.171 However, such improvements were short lived due 
to the 1930s Depression and concurrent droughts. When Schwarz pleaded for increased 
government funding in 1936, Bleakley instructed him to supplement the meagre 
government rations with fish caught onsite.172 Fishing had always been important at the 
Mission to supplement the meagre rations.173 The Mission acquired a fishing boat around 
1920 which led to an increase in fishing activity. Mission fishermen cured chalk fish for 
sale. Schwarz said ‘…it pays very well indeed, as we have proved by all we cured in our 
little bay here.’174  From the 1930s it became more of an industry. 
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Figure 5 ‘Smoked Sea Cucumber at Hope Vale Mission’. John Oxley Library, State Library of 
Queensland. 
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The purchase of a larger boat and involvement in the beche-de-mer industry had been 
stalled by the missionaries’ concerns that the Cape Bedford produce would be sold under-
price as a result of prejudice against the Mission.175 Consumers often avoided products 
from missions or reserves, as the superintendent at Barambah attested.176 Thiele divulged 
a reluctance to acquire a fishing boat for the Mission:  
The Chinaman urged Rev. Schwarz to send the boys to fish for beche-de-
mer, he would purchase everything they could deliver. In his eagerness he 
stated that he would guarantee twenty-five pounds, or not below twenty 
pounds per ton. Of course he quickly qualified his offer, they must be big 
fish. Rev. Schwarz maintained that there was just the point where the deal 
would be wrecked, the fish would always be too small and would either 
find no sale or only at a very low figure. All the protestations of the 
Chinaman did not convince the missionary. Our boys will not at present 
fish for beche-de-mer.177 
The Mission eventually started selling its beche-de-mer to Chinese businesses in 
Cooktown,178 and became its ‘principle revenue earning industry’.179 Captain Fred 
Walters from Thursday Island was employed to train Aboriginal residents to prepare 
trochus shell and dugong oil for commercial consumption. Since Aboriginal people 
along the coast of eastern Cape York had hunted dugong long before white people 
arrived in the area,180 they did not necessarily learn much from Captain Walters. 
However, his involvement might have reduced the chance of inequitable dealings with 
Cooktown merchants.  
 
Mission residents generally enjoyed fishing. Cobus recalled; 
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We'd use the little dinghies that have a single sail, they were used for our 
work, and we'd take them to the mainland to hunt for pig. We were mostly 
young fellas, I think I was about eleven ... There were about twenty-four of 
us on the ketch called the Pearl Queen and we were all from the Mission 
… We would come home to the Mission for festivals like Pentecost, Easter 
and Christmas and spend a week or two with our people but we had to 
sleep on board the ketch. After the holiday we'd get our rations, chop 
firewood for the boiler, fill the tanks with water and go out again.181 
Thus the Cape Bedford residents accrued abundant experience in industry while on the 
Mission. Their labour was organised under the supervision of Schwarz to meet the 
economic need induced by government policy. As demonstrated above, settlers and 
missionaries in northern Queensland were extracting surplus value from Aboriginal 
labour.182 
 
Although profits accumulated as a result of Aboriginal labour, the labourers did not 
receive wages.183 In 1933, produce from the Mission raised 171 pounds, four shillings 
and ten pence.184 Mission work did not require contractual agreements, and so residents’ 
labour went almost entirely unrecorded, even less so than on government reserves. The 
boost to the Mission’s income, however, as well as personal testimonies from 
missionaries and Aboriginal residents, serve as evidence of the productivity on the 
Mission. These sources also demonstrate the presence of Aboriginal Mission residents in 
the Queensland economy. 
 
As I have demonstrated in this chapter, the missionaries at Cape Bedford, labour 
practices were instituted on the Mission both out of necessity and as a means of 
‘civilising’ the Aboriginal people. Often, labour was central to the formation of 
relationships between Aboriginal Mission residents, the missionaries, and people outside 
the Mission. Such practices had led to vast changes in Aboriginal social organisation, 
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which included the isolation of the Mission. This isolation meant that the industry of 
Aboriginal Mission residents often went unacknowledged and unrecognised. The policies 
that allowed for the Mission’s isolation also enabled the supreme organisation and control 
over the Aboriginal community in time of war. In the early years of Second World War, 
between 1939 and 1942, some of these labour and social organisation policies were 
abandoned. As the Australian government and military circled the Mission, watching and 
waiting for Schwarz to falter, the Aboriginal residents were able to escape the confines of 
the dormitories and spend some time with their families. This was short lived however, 
and a much more comprehensive upheaval was to come. 
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Chapter 2 
The Mission’s Evacuation to Woorabinda Aboriginal 
Government Reserve. 
 
The war did little to abate the settler’s sense of entitlement; in fact it became an avenue 
through which to gain labour and land. The government placed the needs of the military 
and pastoralists far above those of the Cape Bedford community, and to some extent 
considered the missionaries and Aboriginal residents to be a threat. The war became a 
justification for the further expropriation of land and supreme control over Aboriginal 
labour. The desires for land and labourers far outweighed any thought for the Mission 
residents’ safety. The evacuation so monumental to the community, exacerbated the 
existing exploitation of Aboriginal people, particularly in terms of their labour. Their 
labour was not only important to the government, it was important to the labourers 
because it again became a point of contact with the broader Queensland community, led 
to further divisions within their own families, and even resulted in a deadly epidemic. 
 
The outbreak of Second World War dictated changes in the Mission’s organisation. All 
Germans residing in Allied territory were instantly ‘blacklisted’. This posed a huge 
challenge to the Australian Lutheran Church, as most of its church leaders were 
immigrants from Germany, and therefore classed as ‘enemy aliens’. As residents on a 
Lutheran Mission, Aboriginal residents at Cape Bedford were on high alert alongside 
their missionaries. Cape Bedford community member Ella Bowen recalled:  
…one day there’s a call came in, everyone had to shift home, but I didn’t 
know – Mum never used to talk in front of us, or Dad never – that the 
mission was empty already, they all shifted back to Elim. On account of the 
war getting worse we have to shift away. Dad said, “There’s a boat will be 
coming tomorrow to pick us up.”’ She went on; ‘…we were in the 
dormitory at Spring Hill in 1942. In 1941, they told us to go back to our 
parents, that was nearing December, “I think you children better go back to 
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your own parents to look after you. We don’t know what will happen.” So 
we shifted and our missionary said “Don’t go anywhere near the coast, stay 
along the creek, don’t make fire in case the enemy sees the smoke coming 
up.185 
Victor Cobus also remembered: 
In 1942 the threat of the Japanese was very worrying so [Schwarz] decided 
to shift us from the Mission. We left our homes and went down to Jepsons 
Creek and camped in humpies by the river. We weren't allowed to light 
fires at night and only small ones during the day so that the Japanese planes 
couldn't spot us. It was good to be in the bush and we went hunting a lot.186 
Schwarz’s encouraging children to return to their families, and the relocation of Mission 
residents deeper into the bush, illustrate a reversal of all that he had attempted to establish 
on the Mission. The crisis of war called for drastic changes to Schwarz’s plans. Schwarz 
was aware of the threats that could be levelled against him as an expatriate. Schwarz 
diverted from his work acting as an arm of the government, relinquishing control of 
Mission residents. Despite this, he remained on the Mission, assisting Aboriginal people 
on the land as much as possible. The governments actions against German missionaries 
during this time may have dissolved any apprehension he had in cancelling ‘civilising’ 
programs.  
 
It was not long before the military directly encroached in to the Mission’s day to day 
activity. In mid April 1942, a member of the local Air Force arrived to confiscate the 
Mission’s car. Schwarz reported: 
Of course I did not for one moment object or in any way express 
dissatisfaction at such a demand and the car was taken away … With my 
car I could always go at a moment’s notice – day or night – if wanted in 
case of accident or sickness and take patients to hospital or Doctor in town. 
I could not possibly attempt to take a sick person over our rough roads in 
our old truck - it takes a fairly healthy and strong person to survive a trip to 
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Spring Hill and back in it – and yet occasionally cases of sickness occur in 
which medical attendance may mean life or death to a patient – and from 
now on such attendance will be made impossible.187 
Schwarz’s movements were gradually restricted. While he had once wielded significant 
power within the Mission, his status as an enemy alien called for high government 
surveillance.  
 
The aforementioned confiscation was undoubtedly linked to the war’s encroachment onto 
Australian shores. The Japanese Imperial forces attacked several localities along the 
northern coasts, reaching as far south as Sydney.188 The Japanese attack on Papua New 
Guinea in January 1942; the fall of Singapore in early February; and the bombing of 
Darwin on 19 February triggered panicked response from the Australian government and 
civilians. Approximately 10,000 civilians were evacuated from northern Australia 
throughout January and February 1942, with or without government or military 
assistance.189 Thursday Island in the Torres Strait was evacuated on 24 January 1942 with 
assistance from the military,190 well before the Battle of the Coral Sea (4 to 8 May 1942) 
intimidated civilians along the Cape York Peninsula. Having noted these threats, the 
Mission’s safety was not the primary motivation for its evacuation. If it had been, other 
missions and government reserves (such as Aurukun, Mapoon, Doomadgee, Cowal 
Creek, Mitchell River and Weipa) should have been evacuated.191 Cape Bedford was 
unique for these reasons.  
 
While the need for labour further south was certainly significant, this was not the only, or 
even the initial, consideration in the decision to evacuate the community. The military 
accused the missionaries, who were regarded as ‘enemy aliens’ in a time of war, along 
with the Mission’s residents of treasonous activity. Throughout Australia, as noted in the 
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last chapter, ‘enemy aliens’ had been arrested since the war began, often on the basis of 
mere rumour or gossip.192 The charges made against Schwarz and his assistant (and son-
in-law) Victor Behrendorff were based on one military officer’s testimony. After passing 
through the Mission, the officer accused Victor Behrendorff of sending Morse code 
messages to the Japanese.193 Stanfield Sampson, chairman of the Cook Shire Council, 
condemned the indignity of Schwarz’s internment.194  Behrendorff’s arrest created equal 
embarrassment. He had resigned from the Mission six weeks earlier and travelled to 
Brisbane to enlist with the Royal Australian Air Force.195 Therefore he was not at the 
Mission at the time the ‘smoke signals’ had purportedly been seen. The Department of 
Army’s meeting minutes admitted the flimsy basis of the allegations made against the 
missionaries: 
3. As some reliance has been placed on the press reports of the behaviour 
of the Lutheran Mission at Finschhafen [New Guinea] to support the 
request for the closure of the Cape Bedford mission a report from 8 MD 
[Eighth Military District] has been called for and upon receipt thereof a 
submission on this aspect will be made. 
4. The immediate detention of Schwarz and Behrendorff is recommended 
however for the following reasons:- 
a) The urgent recommendation of GOCN Cmd [General Officer 
Commanding Northern Command]. 
b) The fact that these men are the leaders of the Mission station about 
which suspicions exist. 
c) The suspicions that by reason of the Mission’s isolation and virtual 
inaccessibility, direct contact with the Japanese has already occurred on 
more than one occasion.196 
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While acknowledging the weakness of the allegations against Schwarz and 
Behrendorff, this document attempted to justify the missionaries’ internment, based 
only on ‘suspicions’. The military considered Schwarz and Victor Behrendorff to be 
potentially dangerous and thus sought opportunities for their seizure. Mission resident 
Walter Jack suggested: 
…I think they took us down there account of Church, Lutheran… you 
know, that's what I think, you know, count of Lutheran church. When we 
were at Eight Mile and Spring Hill we used to see plane, you know, single 
pilot plane, everyday going to New Guinea and from there back some of 
the plane come back, two, three, some times one.197 
Warrants were issued for their arrest on 24 April 1942.198 This stripped Schwarz of his 
authority after nearly sixty years of control. 
 
The Mission’s isolation contributed significantly to the perceived necessity for 
evacuation. As noted, Schwarz had long upheld a policy of isolation for the Mission in an 
attempt to separate Mission residents both from ‘lowly whites’199 a policy which was 
overturned with his internment. In removing Schwarz, authorities gained access to the 
labour of Mission residents. Their labour was sorely needed, as the enlistment of young 
men into military services had severely depleted the workforce. A total of 104,340 
Queenslanders enlisted for service, over ten per cent of the state’s population.200  
 
As discussed, authorities suspected the Mission residents of collaborating with Japanese 
forces. The pre-war presence of Japanese lugger crews along the Cape York coastline 
exacerbated fears of their collaboration with Aboriginal people. Japanese fishermen had 
worked in north Queensland and along its coastline before, and after, the implementation 
of the White Australia Policy in 1901. The Japanese remained prominent in the region by 
skirting social peripheries, and freely continued to fish for bêche-de-mer and pearls along 
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the Cape York Peninsula. Despite concerns of local Cooktown residents, Japanese 
fishermen had rarely been in contact with residents at Cape Bedford, due to Schwarz’s 
isolation policies.201  
 
Denied employment on Japanese boats, the only contact Cape Bedford residents had with 
the fishermen was through family members outside the Mission’s boundaries, many of 
whom had often suffered at the hands of their employers.202 Such circumstances did not 
generate amicable relations between Japanese fishermen and Cape Bedford’s Aboriginal 
people. However perceptions of a putative Aboriginal and Japanese alliance contributed 
to anxieties in Cooktown about the Aboriginal Mission residents’ potential disloyalty. 
Despite the good intentions behind Schwarz’s isolation policy, the policy failed the 
community in this instance. In addition to these circumstances, the misinformation of 
Cooktown’s white community about the Mission’s activities had allowed rumours to 
fester. 
 
The accusations of Aboriginal collaboration with Japanese forces exposed white society’s 
fears of Aboriginal retaliation for their dispossession and exploitation. A.C. Wallace, a 
Mission neighbour mentioned above, wrote to the Sergeant of Police in Cooktown on 22 
March 1942, ‘that camp of walkabout blacks around Starcke [River] would amalgamate 
with the Japs should they land along the coast in the vicinity and pilot them to Cooktown, 
intercepting all homesteads on the way in.’203 We cannot be certain whether or not 
Wallace knew that his comment would contribute to the decision to evacuate the Mission. 
He had disputed the Mission’s boundaries throughout the 1930s and had considerable 
cause to wish for the Mission’s closure.204 Whatever his intentions, his voice joined 
others with similar concerns. A Department of Defence report on 7 May 1942 stated: ‘I. 
O. Townsville states Royal Australian Air Force report smoke signals given from 
Mission on arrival and departure of planes. Execution of warrants held over pending 
decision to remove all natives to Barambah to prevent them going bush and making 
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contacts for Japanese’.205 Communication devices had been confiscated from the Mission 
during the First World War amid similar fears.206 The Mission residents’ proficiency with 
Morse code, and access to communication devices, theoretically meant they had the 
means to communicate with the enemy.207 However, the military did not conduct trials 
for the Aboriginal Mission residents despite their suspected involvement in treasonous 
activity. No one identified one suspect in particular. Instead, the community was treated 
as a single entity. This denied the Mission residents any opportunity to clarify 
misconceptions or prevent the community’s upheaval.  
 
The potential for this Aboriginal community to provide valuable labour further south was 
another factor in the evacuation decision. By April 1942, shortly before the Mission’s 
evacuation, the Manpower Directorate had effectively pooled the entire Australian 
civilian workforce.208 This raised the total workforce from 2,750,000 to 3,370,000 
persons.209 The Directorate incorporated Aboriginal labourers as well. A memorandum 
explaining the Manpower Directorate’s plans for Queensland Aboriginal Reserves was 
distributed to Palm Island and Woorabinda on 14 April 1942. It stated that all Aboriginal 
people on these two government Reserves who were eligible, capable and that could be 
spared were to be sent to work in vegetable production, the cattle raising industry and 
charcoal production. The Directorate demanded that Reserve labourers be prepared for 
service in these vital industries at the Directorate’s request.210 As a result, Reserve 
Superintendents were answerable to the Directorate and all Reserve residents came under 
the Manpower Directorate’s jurisdiction. The use of labour from Woorabinda – at the 
heart of Queensland’s agricultural region – was extremely useful in combating the labour 
shortage. By relocating the Cape Bedford community, the government gained 
approximately 250 labourers for Manpower schemes. The Manpower Directorate  
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Figure 6 Palm Island, Main Settlement, From Pier. Author's Photo, January 2006. 
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considered the influx of additional labour into Central Queensland incredibly appealing. 
Filling the void in Australia’s work force during the war proved a difficult task, and even 
in 1944, newspapers complained about the Directorate’s inefficiency.211 While the 
inclusion of Aboriginal labour in the Manpower Directorate could not fully satisfy the 
demand, it did provide considerable relief. The existing systematic employment regime 
on Aboriginal reserves aided the Directorate, as it ensured employers’ access to reliable 
labourers.  
 
J. W. Bleakley sent a memorandum to superintendents at Woorabinda and Palm Island 
requesting labourers be put on stand by, ready to meet the Manpower Directorate’s 
demands: 
Immediately the ManPower Department advices [sic] that labour is 
required superintendents will be advised, but in the meantime the gang 
should be selected and the man in charge of gangs appointed in readiness 
for the call. Individual gangs should not exceed seven men including the 
ganger or loading hand.212 
In this way, Aboriginal residents at these two Reserves were sequestered for service as 
a reserved labour force. While numbering only a few hundred people, these Reserve 
residents had the potential to make significant contributions to the coal and timber 
industries, as advised by the Manpower Directorate.  
 
The Australian Military Northern Command had discussed the Mission’s evacuation with 
the Department of Native Affairs from March 1942 onwards.213 Barambah Aboriginal 
Reserve (now Cherbourg) was the military’s first choice of destination for the Mission 
residents.214 Barambah lay 250 kilometres northwest of Brisbane215 and epitomised the 
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ideal Aboriginal reserve due to the fact that its residents were consistently employed 
throughout Queensland on twelve month contracts.216 Government Reserves had also 
striven toward self-sufficiency, but also relied upon income from ‘inmates’ (as the 
Director of Native Affairs called reserve and mission residents)217 wages. Funds were 
generated at Barambah, Palm Island and Woorabinda through the deployment of Reserve 
residents to labour on private farms and properties. Following the government and 
missionaries’ desires to build an Aboriginal workforce,218 and the increased need created 
by the war, relocation to Barambah seemed like the ideal solution. Superintendents 
collected a portion of the labourers’ wages and used the money to maintain the 
Reserve.219  The detailed application letters for Aboriginal labourers from Woorabinda 
provide hard evidence of their involvement in the Queensland workforce and economy.220 
However, J. W. Bleakley, Director of Native Affairs until 1941,221 recognised 
Woorabinda’s potential for expansion into the cattle and peanut-growing industries, and 
thus consistently argued for the Cape Bedford people to be sent to Woorabinda rather 
than Barambah.222 The arrival of evacuees from Thursday Island had also already 
strained Barambah’s resources. The final decision lay with the Director of Native 
Affairs,223 and thus the community’s destination became Woorabinda.  
 
Woorabinda acted as a labour supply and recruitment centre, organised by its 
superintendents; just like Barambah.224 Woorabinda’s superintendent, Richard Naggs, 
encapsulated the nature of this Reserve when he wrote:  
[w]e do not employ any virile type of Aboriginal on Woorabinda. Such 
men are sent to employment on stations throughout the state. We do not 
want them on the settlement because they cost us so much a head when  
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Figure 7 Woorabinda. QSA Item ID 506004. 
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they leave one job sitting down on the settlement waiting for a new 
employer. Our job is to find young virile men skilled in station work to go 
out to employers. The men we usually employ in the settlement are those 
with some disability.225  
Woorabinda acted as a labour supply and recruitment centre, organised by its 
superintendents; similar to Barambah.226 Police and trackers provided support to the 
superintendents, implementing policies such as curfew.227 This created an omnipresent 
oppression with the ever-looming threat of aggression.  
 
While the Department of Native Affairs, the Department of Defence, and the Manpower 
Directorate all agreed that the Mission residents should be relocated, and had planned the 
evacuation for months, the event itself became a traumatic experience for all involved, 
particularly for the Mission residents. The Mission residents were not consulted about the 
evacuation in any way. Police and military officers arrived at the Mission at 9am on 17 
May 1942. Thirty-six single men were arrested with Schwarz at his home. The authorities 
then travelled eighteen miles to the main camp where two hundred people resided. There 
the authorities arrested the women at the ‘single girls’ camp’ and realised that three 
people were unaccounted for (two adults and their child). Mission resident, Victor Cobus, 
recounted: 
On 17 May 1942 we heard the rumble of trucks carrying the armed 
American soldiers who loaded us onto them without the chance to even get 
our things. It was frightening, we didn't know what was happening to us, 
children were screaming and crying, [my wife] Violet thinks she was one 
of them. Muni [Schwarz] was handcuffed and taken away while we were 
taken to the Cooktown wharf all the time under armed guard. We were 
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loaded onto the boat called the Poonbar [sic] which took us on to Cairns, 
there to be herded onto a guarded train in cages like frightened animals.228  
The community reached the township of Baralaba at 5.30pm on 19 May.229 There, they 
disembarked and travelled by train — this time with food and beverages provided — to 
Duaringa and then by motor vehicle to Woorabinda.230 Woorabinda’s labourers had only 
partially completed construction of the Cape Bedford peoples’ living quarters in time for 
their arrival. This forced the community into hurriedly-assembled shanties in a camp 
dubbed the ‘black boy’.231  
 
The Allied armed forces immediately benefited from the evacuation. The Royal 
Australian Air Force and the United States ninety-fourth coastal battery occupied the 
Mission as soon as its residents vacated.232 The Department of Hirings (otherwise known 
as the Army Hiring Service) was a government body created to assist in the acquisition of 
facilities for the military, including Cape Bedford. They often hired private property for 
military purposes, effectively dispossessing the owners.233 The army constructed an 
aerodrome at the Mission’s Eight Mile outstation. While the Mission’s outstation Spring 
Hill was used for only two weeks, the military occupied the Eight Mile site until 1949.234 
Many Mission buildings were neglected and destroyed during the occupation.235 As the 
Spring Hill outstation land was owned by Schwarz,236 government policies permitted the 
acquisition of this land. The Aboriginal residents were not considered owners of the land, 
and thus had no claims on the Mission.237 Until the military had completed its duties and 
the missionaries were allowed to return, the Aboriginal residents would not be allowed to 
go back.  
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It was not the land alone that was taken. Two twelve-gauge shot guns and one twenty-two 
calibre rifle were sequestered during the evacuation. These had belonged to Aboriginal 
Mission residents who had not had any treasonous accusations levelled against them.238 
These weapons had been used solely for hunting and general farm use, which was 
commonplace on Australian pastoral stations. As such, their seizure signified more than 
the subjugation of potential aggressors. These weapons symbolised the trust and 
independence obtained by these three men on the Mission. The confiscation of such farm 
tools rendered them less effective as labourers and abrogated the status they had gained. 
The weapons were later returned when Richard Naggs vouched for the good and 
‘intelligent’ behaviour of the three men concerned.239 Once it was established that they 
would continue as pastoral labourers at Woorabinda, these conventional farm tools had to 
be returned to them. 
 
The Mission’s neighbours also tried to claim its land, hoping to make the Mission’s 
closure permanent. One day after the Mission’s evacuation, neighbour Donald McLean 
inquired into the possibility of using the land for mineral exploration.240 This 
demonstrates the continued competition for the Mission land. As previously noted, 
pastoralists associated a person’s land ownership with the combination of one’s labour 
with the land.241 Pastoralists generally ignored Aboriginal labour as it symbolised a 
degree of ownership that, if recognised, could have ensured Aboriginal people remained 
on the Mission. Put plainly, if authorities had deemed Aboriginal Mission residents to be 
productive at Cape Bedford, they may have been allowed to stay. However, the 
evacuation opened opportunities for neighbours to claim Mission land – at least in their 
own minds. During the Mission’s land disputes in the 1920s and 1930s, Otto Thiele 
commented to Bleakley; ‘it seems that, though the land is unoccupied, the white  
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Figure 8 Cape Bedford Resident circa 1980, Old Man Fog Slides, by John Haviland, c/o Bruce Rigsby 
archives. 
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neighbour is being given a decided privilege over the black man as regards that land.’242 
Though written nearly twenty years earlier, Thiele’s observations resonated in the 
situation that emerged with the evacuation. The Mission was all but destroyed; its people 
physically removed, McLean felt it an opportune moment to re-inquire into the land’s 
availability.  
 
The different atmosphere at Woorabinda can be attributed to its leadership. Herbert C. 
Colledge, who was superintendent at Woorabinda until he resigned in 1943, was a 
complete contrast to Schwarz. His resignation followed condemnation from the Chief 
Protector of Aborigines, Cornelius O’Leary (Bleakley’s replacement). O’Leary stated 
that Colledge was incompetent, not ‘disciplining and controlling his staff’, ‘erratic’ and 
‘unreliable’ in nature. Furthermore, he took ‘practically no interest in the control and care 
of settlement aboriginals, as exemplified in the case of the Cape Bedford people.’243 
Colledge’s successor, Richard Naggs, had initially been employed as a truck driver on the 
Reserve.244 He endeavoured to compensate for Colledge’s inactivity through coordinating 
the delivery of a better standard of housing, clothing and blankets to the Cape Bedford 
people, which led to his promotion to superintendent.245 Having said this, Albert Holt did 
not paint a favourable picture of Naggs, describing him as ‘fat, almost obese, and a 
person who had tremendous power. He always publicly displayed his pleasure in seeing 
his local police officers drag screaming offenders off to jail.’246 
 
As he was still in charge until 1943, Colledge greeted the Cape Bedford people and was 
charged with their administration. Colledge inquired into their employment history two 
months after their arrival to ascertain who required an identification card.247 This 
prepared the Cape Bedford people for entry into Woorabinda’s highly-organised 
employment system. The identification cards were also the first direct documentation of 
Cape Bedford Mission residents’ labour.  
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The superintendents often deployed the Aboriginal labourers in gangs with others from 
their own community.248 Despite this, labour systems continued the practice of family 
separation.249 As Jackie Huggins has explained, Aboriginal people on Reserves had little 
choice about where or whom they worked for.250 Contractual employment separated 
families for a minimum of twelve months, a significant change for Cape Bedford 
residents. Additionally, Woorabinda was more strictly segregated along gender and age 
lines. Children were sent to dormitories, as they had been at Cape Bedford, but were 
denied visits to their families. When members of the Cape Bedford community requested 
that the ‘bigger girls’ be moved from the dormitories to the community’s campsite, 
Colledge responded: 
it would merely create a precedent if the bigger girls were allowed to live 
in the Camp. There is a very capable Cape Bedford woman in charge at the 
Dormitory whose special care is the Cape Bedford girls there and they get 
plenty of time to spend in the Camps with their people as no reasonable 
request is ever refused with these people to … visit or have their children 
down. In our opinion they may become subject to interference. They are as 
well looked after and fed as they would be in the Camps and two of the 
girls are at present employed in domestic work on the Settlement one is at 
the Hospital.251 
Maintaining the Aboriginal family unit was not a top priority to the state 
administration, with older children separated from their parents, placed in dormitories 
and made to attend the Reserve school. Alick and Ann Cameron, from Cape Bedford, 
were instituted as teachers for the Cape Bedford children.252 Colledge’s response 
demonstrates the projection of white perceptions of civility onto Reserve residents. It 
also shows that residents’ employment restricted their time with family. 
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Devastatingly, the Cape Bedford people’s incorporation in work schemes led to a 
rampant epidemic that decimated nearly a third of the community. No one considered that 
the community’s isolation had diminished the resident’s immunity to European diseases 
such as measles. Community members contracted measles while harvesting, and were not 
quarantined when they returned to Woorabinda. The effects were dire, compounded by 
dengue fever running rife at the same time.253 Forty-five members of the community died 
as a result of these diseases.254 Changes in diet and vaccinations were implemented 
immediately, which eventually restored the health of the Cape Bedford people.255 
Although unintentional, the combination of the Mission’s isolation and the government’s 
urgent acquisition of labourers undoubtedly contributed to this catastrophe.  
 
The war imposed extraordinary conditions on the people of Cape Bedford Mission, 
including the missionaries, Schwarz and Victor Behrendorff, who were arrested on scant 
evidence. Also accused of treasonous activity, Aboriginal Mission residents were 
relocated without trial or consideration for their wellbeing. The Mission’s isolation was 
shattered, and the residents were thrust into contact with the mainstream community. 
Many died from disease as a result. Within months, their employment conditions had 
changed abruptly. They were called on to assist with the war effort, under direction from 
the Manpower Directorate. As has been discussed, the work place was the main site of 
contact between white and Aboriginal peoples, and often impacted heavily on the way in 
which they related to each other. The traumatic evacuation was just the beginning of the 
community’s altered interaction with mainstream society.  
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Chapter 3  
From War’s End to the Return to Cape Bedford in 1950 
 
Labour remained a central point on which relationships were based during the war. In this 
third and final chapter, the impact of the evacuation and post-war employment of the 
Cape Bedford people will be explored in further detail. As stated earlier, work was the 
site of contact and exchange between Aboriginal people and the mainstream community 
and this increased throughout the war period. The Cape Bedford people came under the 
indirect command of the Manpower Directorate, exposing them to new workplace 
conditions, though the modes of labour were the same as those they had experienced on 
the Mission. Thus, the impact of the Manpower Directorate on the Cape Bedford 
Aboriginal community is indisputable, despite little recognition of their efforts from the 
Directorate and certainly in public memory in years afterwards. Their labour continued to 
be utilised in the same region after the war until 1950 when they returned home, and the 
economic advantages that the community offered to Woorabinda may well have been a 
reason for their extended stay. 
 
Due to wartime paper rationing, Woorabinda’s annual reports began to focus solely on 
labour, where they had previously detailed the health, education, social and employment 
conditions. This reflected the importance of Aboriginal labour during this period. 
Woorabinda’s 1944 report explicitly stated that ‘the shortage of white labour in the 
industry has compelled greater use of aboriginal labour, to such an extent that every 
available capable man is so employed.’256 Following the national trend, numbers of 
Woorabinda residents in registered employment multiplied during the war, rising from 
1,982 in 1940 to 2,800 in 1945.257 The immediate employment of fifty Cape Bedford men 
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after their arrival at Woorabinda indicated the urgent need to bolster industry.258 Some 
were then sent to perform ‘heavy roadwork in gangs’ on Queensland roads, which 
required significant upgrades to cope with the wartime transport.259 One hundred men 
were sent to pick cotton in the nearby Callide Valley in 1942, and another one hundred 
travelled nearly four hundred kilometres to Bundaberg for cane cutting. Another 160 
harvested arrowroot and cotton in 1943. Victor Cobus told of his experience: 
From Woorabinda we went out working. [Cape Bedford] men became 
known as good, honest and hard working men. I worked on a cattle station 
owned by Mr Kennedy for about a month, he was our boss and a real good 
one. We'd even eat from the one table with them, with his wife and two 
kids, Mary and Kenny. They lived in a high house and I camped 
underneath. Once Mr Kennedy went for a holiday for a week and told me 
to look after the place … When I finished working for Mr Kennedy I went 
up to Bundaberg for sugar cane cutting. It was very hard work. Francis 
Woibo and I then had another job on a station called Bunya Downs, and 
then later at Sarina Plains working as stockmen. We had the same boss at 
both places and he was not real good to us. He didn't like Aborigines very 
much, he would just pass our mayi (food) out the window, we were in a 
food line. We used to get along very well with most white people we met. 
When the job finished we went home to Woorabinda for a long time and 
then about fifty of us men were taken down to Brisbane and worked at 
Kleinschmidts picking arrowroot for the curing barn … Kleinschimidt was 
a good Lutheran man. We lived in a dormitory. As I said we were all good 
workers and so we were in demand.260 
Cobus outlined the varied experiences he had and receptions received at different places. 
It is interesting to note the large numbers of workers that were moved around, for 
example, the fifty men sent to Brisbane. Cobus viewed their popularity amongst 
employers as a positive reception to their effort. 
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The Directorate’s plans for Aboriginal labourers did not signal a change in attitude to 
Aboriginal labourers within the wider community, or even in the Directorate’s ranks. As 
the Manpower Directorate was a national body, Queensland was not the only state to 
mobilise Aboriginal labourers into essential industries. For example, superintendents on 
Aboriginal reserves and missions in New South Wales were asked to submit the names of 
able-bodied labourers to the Manpower Directorate. Employers, the Manpower 
Directorate and the Australian Natives’ Association – an organisation formed to advocate 
the “rights” of native-born white Australians - discussed the type of industries that 
Aboriginal people should be diverted to. Employers doubted the competence of 
Aboriginal labourers, and struggled to keep them in their allocated industry. There were 
widespread instances of absenteeism amongst Aboriginal labourers in New South 
Wales.261 Some authorities considered removal of Aboriginal people from their home and 
family as key to controlling the Aboriginal workforce.262 This idea did not received 
universal approval, as reflected in a letter written six months later by a member of the 
Australian National Service: 
It is not possible for all these men to obtain work near their homes, and 
those living away, when financial, absentee themselves for work when they 
feel like a walkabout. At the present time those engaged in rural and timber 
occupations are doing valuable work; if suitable accommodation was 
available to these men with families, close to where full time work is 
available better results would be obtained.263 
This was how family separation was rationalised by the Directorate during the war. 
Families were constantly separated for work purposes during this period. Knowing the 
trauma caused for Aboriginal families through separation during earlier periods of the 
community’s history, the war period brought these situations to pass yet again. 
Fortunately the system promised that labourers would return to the Reserve when they 
completed a job, however sometimes they were sent to either Palm Island or  
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Figure 9 Aboriginal Workers at Woorabinda. 1948 Settlement Report. QSA Item ID 1038218. 
 
 
 
Figure 10 Peanut Harvesting at Woorabinda, 1949. John Oxley Library, State Library of 
Queensland. 
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Cherbourg instead of Woorabinda. Also, the Directorate’s requirement that labourers 
be constantly employed meant that limited time was spent on the Reserve. Family 
separation thus continued under a different guise during the war period, and continued 
as a threat so as to induce diligence in the Aboriginal workforce. 
 
Similar threats were posed to Reserve labourers in other employment. Those who were 
not on specific Manpower projects were hired on civilian properties in response to an 
increased demand from this sector.264 Often, applications could not be filled because the 
Reserve community was fully employed in Manpower projects. Having promised to have 
a reserved labour force on demand for the Manpower Directorate, the Superintendent was 
less inclined to sign labourers into year long contractual employment with farmers and 
housewives. The Superintendent was obliged to deny labourers to those who would not 
employ the Aboriginal labourers for prioritised industries.265 However, even when 
employed by civilians, they were countering the depletion of the workforce in the 
farming sector, thus still assisting government hopes to maintain the industry.  
 
One of the alterations in employment was applicable to the Woorabinda community as 
well as the Cape Bedford people. The Manpower Directorate’s ordered Reserve 
residents’ be redirected from temporary to more permanent types of work. A 
memorandum from the Department of Native Affairs explained: ‘It is considered that 
labour utilising in this way is giving a greater measure of service to the country than by 
sending them out individually to employers who may require them in a temporary 
capacity only.’ It went on: ‘you will not be carrying any surplus labour on your 
Settlement, as immediately the men become disengaged from one essential occupation 
they must be transferred to another.’266 This initial call for assistance was followed up 
with a memorandum sent in 1943 to Cherbourg, Palm Island and Woorabinda Reserves 
from Cornelius O’Leary who had been liaising with the Manpower Directorate. It told the 
Superintendents that:  
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in the allocation of Aboriginal labour in future, preference is to be given 
always to the Pastoral industry as against any other industry including, 
sugar, cotton and arrowroot. The position is that the meat industry is of 
such vital importance to the war effort that every man possible should be 
placed in it.267 
Superintendent Naggs ensured Woorabinda residents were employed in the pastoral 
industry, with others working in cotton, domestic service, scrub cutting and road work 
gangs.268 The Reserve’s labourers were therefore integral to several industries through 
this period. 
 
As indicated above, Cornelius O’Leary considered Aboriginal Reserves a mainstay of the 
Manpower Directorate. However, a letter from the Director of Labour in February 1943 
informed O’Leary that ‘it is not deemed necessary to strictly apply ordinary Labour 
Department requirements to aboriginals under your control. There is no specific provision 
for exempting them, but as a body they hold no great importance to Manpower 
problems.’269 Just as was the case with the Station Hands Award, there was no specific 
legislation governing Aboriginal involvement in the Manpower Directorate. This allowed 
for the discourse of Aboriginal labourers’ invisibility. The Director of Labour actively 
ignored Reserve reports which revealed substantial adherence to the Manpower 
Directorate’s regulations. The Director of Labour’s ‘selective remembering’270 absolved 
his department of the responsibility for coordinating Aboriginal labour and regulating the 
administration of Award Rates. Introduced during the war, also in New South Wales, 
these provided a higher rate of pay for Aboriginal people. Prior to the war, able-bodied 
men on the Reserve were required to work for 24 hours a week, three full eight-hour 
days, often only for rations or a pittance. Work was considered compensation for their 
‘keep, but all were paid in some way or another.’271  
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In fact, the introduction of Award Rates concerned the Manpower Directorate. As the 
Deputy Director for Manpower commented: 
It may transpire that the high wages offering today for employment, is a 
contributing factor to absenteeism amongst the aborigines, but as already 
stated, I think it can be generally accepted that in normal times when wages 
were not so high, there was always a tendency of them not to remain in 
employment for lengthy periods, or in other words ‘Go Walkabout.’272 
Dawn May has noted the economic benefits of ‘walkabout’ to employers; as 
Aboriginal labourers were often employed in seasonal work, employers did not have 
to pay workers during the off-seasons.273 ‘Walkabout’ became problematic for 
employers during the war as they wanted to employ Aboriginal people in non-seasonal 
work. Award Rates were expected to assist in these situations. Wage rates were a 
recurring point of contention throughout the war, as will be evident further on. 
 
Absenteeism was less pronounced in Queensland, reflecting a higher (but no where near 
complete) accommodation of Aboriginal cultural needs, as has been demonstrated by 
historians Dawn May274 and Ann McGrath.275 Similar compromises were made in 
Northern Territory Army Camps, with Aboriginal employees were allowed time to 
perform rituals and ceremonies.276 As traditional practices were permitted (to a degree) 
the work environment was made less foreign and more inclusive. May has noted the 
importance of cultural accommodation in maintaining sound relationships between 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal workers.277 During the 1920s and 1930s, Schwarz’s 
criticism of Cape Bedford labourers had waned as he redirected attention to the 
establishment of lucrative industries, like fishing, and access to fertile land. He had 
incorporated Aboriginal culture on the Mission and the community had accommodated 
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him, as they benefitted from the protection the Mission offered. 278 It appears that similar 
conditions existed in the workplaces of Cape Bedford people when they were employed 
through Woorabinda. The 1944 annual report by the Director of Native Affairs to the 
Secretary of Health and Home Affairs stated that:  
[the] opportunity was taken of closely watching the reactions of the men 
under industrial conditions more or less foreign to them. It is pleasing to 
record that these reactions have in the main been favourable, with the result 
that many outstanding types received certificates of exemption from the 
controlling Acts.279 
While no Cape Bedford people received exemptions, as Cobus noted, there were other 
positive responses to Cape Bedford employees.280  
 
Henry Reynolds has attributed Aboriginal people’s subservience and diligence on 
missions and reserves to their familiarity with a master-servant relationship, rather 
than cultural accommodation.281 This could be contributed to his study of an earlier 
period; by the mid-twentieth century frontier violence and misunderstandings 
embroiled in initial colonial encounters were over. However, there can be little doubt 
that the relationship between Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal reserve residents was 
created, in part, through aggressive oppression.282 There was a formidable physical 
threat in Queensland reserves. New South Wales’ mission and reserve superintendents 
complained about Aboriginal workers knowing that they could act as they wished 
without reprimand. The police presence on Queensland Aboriginal reserves, including 
Woorabinda, threatened both violence and removal from family and place, while 
supposedly instilling the diligence that employers desired.283 Just as on the Mission, 
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certain members of the community were placed in positions of authority. Walter Jack 
worked as a policeman at Woorabinda.284   
 
This wartime employment was, for most of the Cape Bedford community, their first 
experience of paid labour. Cobus recounted: 
Working for Mr Kennedy [while living at Woorabinda] was the first time I 
ever got paid with money, I guess that's how I started knowing about 
money, before we used to get rations. When I was staying at Woorabinda I 
would camp with Aunty Lilly and Fred Deeral so I gave them my money to 
look after.285 
This income, though partially siphoned into the Aborigines Providence Fund,286 brought 
only minimal independence for the community. While on the Reserve, the money had to 
be spent at the Reserve’s store. No goods could be purchased without the 
Superintendent’s permission.287 The introduction of Award Rates for Aboriginal 
labourers in 1944 provided a marginal increase in this limited independence.288 Wages 
were a source of consternation for the employers of Aboriginal labourers. Westwood 
Sanatorium was a workplace for approximately five to ten women from Woorabinda who 
performed domestic duties. The doctor at Westwood was one among many employers 
concerned with the wartime increase in Aboriginal wages to Award Rates. In response to 
the Award Rate question, the women employed at Westwood were paid an additional five 
shillings pocket money each week, raising their pay from ten shillings to fifteen shillings. 
In total the women were paid two pounds, sixteen shillings and six pence per week, with 
eighteen shillings deducted as board.289 Whatever was left over was placed into the 
Providence Fund. Employers generally expected that wages would resume pre-war rates 
after the war, and the doctor was concerned that such a regression would disgruntle his 
employees.290 The Director of Labour responded to his concerns: ‘If [Aboriginal people] 
are working under the provisions of an Award which does not exempt them, it is 
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necessary for the State Labour Agent to be aware of the engagement so that the Award 
can be effectively policed.’291 The Act that secured Award Rates for Aboriginal 
employees did not mention them, but simultaneously did not ‘exempt’ them, contributing 
to the discourse of invisibility that has been discussed throughout this thesis. The 
Award’s lack of specificity led to confusion among employers, and to the more cunning, 
offered an excuse to avoid paying the full Award Rate. The latter did occur; a woman 
from Cherbourg was paid with bread, brown sugar and tobacco for assisting with peanut 
harvesting.292 Therefore, despite efforts to effect change in Aboriginal rates, wages were 
not effectively policed, leading to continued exploitation. Rosalind Kidd has calculated 
the total sum of wages earned by Aboriginal people throughout the war to be 46 680 
pounds as of August 1942 (just as Cape Bedford labourers were being introduced to the 
workforce) and 61 790 pounds by 1943.293 The longer Cape Bedford people stayed at 
Woorabinda, the longer the government could guarantee income from their wages.294  
 
Relationships between Aboriginal reserve residents and the mainstream community 
continued to be constructed upon workplace encounters. One employer continuously 
complained about the Aboriginal employees that were sent to him from Woorabinda 
Reserve. This individual complained that a Cape Bedford man was an inexperienced 
stockman, even though the employee had had pastoral experience while still at Cape 
Bedford mission. After belittling the skills of the Cape Bedford people, the employer 
complained of the Reserve residents’ imagined access to rationed goods:  
I had a blackboy here who did not have a coupon left in his Ration Book 
still he went into the Settlement and came back here with a full kit and one 
pair of riding trousers marked nineteen pounds eleven shillings, now just a 
week previous I purchased exactly the same make of trousers in 
Rockhampton for 29 pounds eleven shillings, how is it that goods are 
cheaper to blacks than a white man can get them, there is no shortage of 
tobacco and the quantity, and quality of foodstuffs going there is 
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astounding, considering goods are rationed, it certainly does not apply 
there.295 
The perception that Woorabinda residents received preferential treatment from the 
government provoked jealousy among mainstream community members. These 
perceptions were false, as reserves did not receive any additional goods or services 
that were unavailable to the rest of society at the time. The farmer’s complaints 
reflected his own difficulties under wartime conditions; rationing, along with other 
facets of wartime living, placed unexpected strain and restrictions on civilians. 
Through the employment of Reserve residents, the farmer had brought these issues 
onto his property and, obviously grappled to comprehend the situation; this encounter 
resulted in conflict between himself and his employee.  
 
Not all Woorabinda residents were sent off the Reserve for work. Cape Bedford women 
were mainly employed in domestic duties, assisting both with the Reserve’s maintenance 
and war effort including harvesting.296  Ella Bowen was employed by Naggs as a 
domestic while at Woorabinda and was told to ‘wash up, wash clothes, mop out and at 
that time scrub, kneel on your knees and scrub.’ Her working day started at eight in the 
morning and ended at three. She earned fifty cents a day which ‘was big money to us’.297 
The Cape Bedford women also contributed to the Reserve by serving new clothes. 
By1944 the Woorabinda school teacher reported that ‘several of them are capable and 
many [were] making frocks and even shirts for the men folk.’298 Competent in their new 
trade, the Cape Bedford women saved their wages so as to obtain their own sewing 
machine. A communication from Woorabinda stated: ‘at the request of members of the 
Cape Bedford tribe made through [a community elder], arrangements were made for the 
purchase of a Singer sewing machine for communal use.’299 While this request 
demonstrated that their use of the Reserve machines was restricted, it also reflected a 
newfound ability to gain control of resources for their community’s benefit.  
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Sometimes, when the child was still young, in one case four years old, a mother could 
request to take her child to work with her.300 Once children were around five years old, 
they went to school under the tutelage of the Camerons, as noted earlier. Tending to 
garden plots was among their tasks, thus assisting with the self-sufficiency of the 
Reserve.301 This was another method by which labour was extracted from the Cape 
Bedford community while at Woorabinda. Allowing members of the community to 
remain behind and teach the children, however, allowed for greater community cohesion 
and some continuity and familiarity during this crisis. At around the age of 15, this ended, 
with children extracted from the Reserve school and employed in precisely the same way 
as their parents, as labourers in their own right.  
 
The war’s end did not reduce the demand for Aboriginal labourers. It took months for 
soldiers to return home, and even then they were often unable to resume the work that 
they had done prior to their enlistment, due to ongoing injury and illness. With their 
contribution to industry so crucial at this time, the Cape Bedford people were not 
allowed to return home immediately. Even when freed from Manpower duties, the 
Cape Bedford community became involved in improvements of long-term benefit to 
Woorabinda.302 As stated earlier, Bleakley had allocated the Cape Bedford people to 
Woorabinda due to the Reserve’s potential as a major agricultural producer. The 
development of Foleyvale farm was the realisation of this potential for growth and 
diversification. Purchased in 1945, the farm consisted of 20,000 acres. Land was 
cleared and prepared for citrus, peanut and fodder crops and for a dairy herd.303 The 
Foleyvale crops and livestock fed the Reserve residents as well as local institutions – 
Westwood Sanatorium and Baralaba hospital – reducing the cost of running the 
Reserve and increasing its income.304  
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The Reserve’s financial gains were compounded by the establishment of the 
Aboriginal Welfare Fund in 1945, which meant that Aboriginal employees had to 
forfeit up to ten per cent of their wage to the Fund, which could be utilised by 
Superintendents.305 If the Cape Bedford community returned to the Mission, they 
would cease to be employed in waged labour, and thus their income would no longer 
go into government coffers. Additionally, the finances required to initiate the 
Mission’s reopening, and necessary reconstruction, would have increased pressure on 
the state government’s treasury: a situation that governments generally try to avoid. 
Overall, it was of great financial benefit to the government if the Cape Bedford 
community remained at Woorabinda. 
 
The community’s extended stay at Woorabinda was justified under the guise of concern 
for the community’s welfare. With labour deemed integral to the wellbeing of the 
community as it promoted ‘civility’ and ‘modernity’, it was argued that the Cape Bedford 
people would prosper only if they remained at Woorabinda. An article published in the 
Lutheran Herald in 1948 suggested that the community should not return to Cape 
Bedford because there was ‘so little opportunity for a livelihood’ for them.306 Once again, 
this sentiment revealed the continued importance placed on labour as a mode for 
conversion, civilisation and induction to modernity, but concurrently ignored the work 
conducted on the same Mission lands prior to the war. Therefore, the community’s return 
hinged on their ability to remain a viable, accessible workforce when they returned to 
Cape Bedford. The foreseeable challenges lay in the Mission’s management and the 
quality of the Mission land.  
 
Although the Mission land remained reserved for Aboriginal people, its vacancy had 
aroused interest from its neighbours. In addition to claims made by McLean after their 
departure, the Department of Natives Affairs hired local Cooktown resident, Mr Sanders, 
as caretaker of the abandoned Reserve on 13 September 1945. Mr Sanders was permitted 
to allow other neighbour’s stock to graze on the property to ‘keep down any undesirable 
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growth.’307 Thus local farmers, who had evidently sustained an interest in acquiring the 
Mission’s lands, benefitted from the Cape Bedford community’s prolonged detention at 
Woorabinda, while Mr Sanders consented to their utilising Mission lands. The state 
government’s appointment of Sanders as caretaker indicated their willingness to keep the 
land for an Aboriginal settlement, however vague.  
 
Eventually, through much campaigning, the community was allowed to return home. 
Members of the community were hired to rebuild the Mission. The missionaries were not 
exempt from employer protocols as per the 1939 Protectionist Act. Therefore the 
Lutheran Church leaders were required to submit requests to Naggs for Cape Bedford 
men to assist with the reconstruction of Mission buildings.308 These were approved, the 
buildings constructed, and so the Cape Bedford people began their journey home in 1949. 
They returned in staggered intervals; there was no mass exodus from Woorabinda. The 
return was almost as disorganized as the evacuation. On one occasion, accommodation 
was not ready, and community members had to sleep in a jail cell in Cairns.309 
Eventually, all returned with the exception of three who married Woorabinda residents.  
 
Therefore, the war period – though drastically different in some ways – was in many 
ways a period marked by continuity for the Cape Bedford people. Labour remained 
central to the relationship between the community and the Superintendent, and therefore 
the government. Also, through employment, the Cape Bedford people entered the broader 
community, placing labour at the centre of the creation of attitudes held by both 
Aboriginal people and whites towards each other. Through their experience, the impact of 
several newly introduced schemes, such as the implementation of Award Rates, can be 
gauged. The personal implications of these labour policies for members of the Cape 
Bedford community were in some instances liberating, and in others disastrous. They 
were among the thousands of other Australians who were incorporated into government 
labour schemes created during Second World War, therefore staving off a downturn in 
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agricultural production. The community’s labour continued to be utilised after the war 
when the mission had to be rebuilt. Without their labour, they would not have been able 
to return to Cape Bedford. 
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Conclusion 
 
The event of Cape Bedford’s evacuation provides a window into the extremes of 
government organisation and intervention during Second World War. Through focusing 
on land and labour, and the role each played in the formation of relationships between the 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal communities at Cooktown and also at Woorabinda, we 
can gain insight into the relationship between the coloniser and the colonised, as Wolfe 
has suggested.310  
 
Wolfe’s theory that land was a more prominent factor in the relationship between the 
colonisers and the colonised in Australia may have been derived from studying the 
coloniser’s perspective more than that of the colonised. The colonisers ‘explored’, 
‘conquered’, and then ‘tamed’ the land.  The preoccupation with land in the relationship 
has also emerged from the decades of land rights campaigns, particularly in the country’s 
north. Also, that the Queensland government imported Pacific Islanders to work on sugar 
plantations suggests, albeit inaccurately, that Aboriginal people were inactive and not in 
employment. Yet as this thesis demonstrates, this was not the case. There may have been 
a thirst for additional labourers such as Pacific Islanders, but that was not because 
Aboriginal people were not employed or unemployable. The style of work that the 
settlers conducted was so intensive that additional support was needed. The perceived 
‘paradox’ of Aboriginal labour has been created by the lack of documentary evidence, 
which as resulted in limited research into Aboriginal workers. The focused study on one 
community has countered the ‘paradox’, and the community’s previously unrecognised 
labour is now clearly visible. Thus labour each was of equal importance to land for the 
community, with either one rising to prominence at certain times due to changing 
circumstances. 
 
Often land and labour were intrinsically linked. For example, the community’s labour 
became a means through which Schwarz could argue for the Mission’s continued 
ownership of the land in the face of threatened closure, for without signs of productivity 
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the project would have been classed a failure. Simultaneously, Schwarz heightened social 
tensions between the Mission and mainstream society by denying non-Aboriginal people 
access to Mission land and its resident’s labour. Thus, land and labour were defining 
factors in the relationship between the Mission residents and the mainstream community. 
Schwarz’s isolation policy and external responses to it, as well as contests over the 
Mission’s boundaries, demonstrated the intricate organisation employed by Schwarz in 
order to ‘protect’ the Cape Bedford people. The evacuation was another instance that 
demonstrated the importance of labour to this community, as the government’s need for 
the Mission’s land, and for surplus labour, triggered their removal to Woorabinda. 
 
Just as labour was of particular importance as a site of encounter between the 
missionaries and the Mission residents, and was central to their exchange relationship, the 
same was true at Woorabinda between the superintendents and Aboriginal residents. Here 
the Reserve’s employment scheme incorporated many more people into this exchange 
relationship as Aboriginal labourers were employed on private farms throughout the 
state.311 The Manpower Directorate’s requests for Aboriginal Reserve residents to enter 
or remain in essential industries led to even higher rates of interaction between 
Aboriginal and non-Aboriginal people during the war. The Directorate directed the 
employment of the Cape Bedford people throughout, even if only indirectly, and as this 
affected the every day existence of this community, it was of high importance.  
 
The Manpower Directorate’s reluctance to specify the importance of Aboriginal reserve 
residents to their schemes emerged out of wider discourses which rendered Aboriginal 
labour ‘invisible’. We have yet to see whether Stolen Wages compensation will elevate 
the status of Aboriginal labourers in the mainstream community. With regards to wartime 
labour, historians such as Desmond Ball and Robert Hall, have written about the activity 
of Aboriginal soldiers, as they have been absent (or invisible) in previous Australian war 
historiography.312 Similarly, the impact of the Manpower Directorate on those who 
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remained in Australia has been relatively unappreciated. Research into other Aboriginal 
reserves’ and missions’ involvement in wartime labour schemes, such as Cherbourg and 
Palm Island, will complement other works on Australia’s home front.  
 
Studying the evacuation of the Cape Bedford community illuminated many aspects of the 
power and control exercised on Queensland’s Aboriginal reserves and missions. The 
community’s movement from Mission to Reserve in 1942 demonstrated the unique 
aspects of each institution’s administrative systems, and particularly, employment 
regimes. Labour was of high importance to the superintendents, because it was important 
to the state government, and thus issues surrounding employment impacted the day to day 
existence of Aboriginal people under the Act and the way that all within these institutions 
related to one another. An understanding of these social ramifications is needed as 
Australia’s government pushes forward into new phases of policy for remote Aboriginal 
communities. 
 
Further research into Aboriginal contributions to the Queensland economy during the 
early twentieth century should combat persistent stereotypes that reserve and mission 
residents simply received welfare rather than working. Noel Pearson has encouraged 
moves away from welfare dependency in remote Aboriginal settlements throughout the 
past decade.313 Often, negative stereotypes are supported by the predominance of these 
campaigns in mainstream media, coupled with persistent ignorance of Australia’s 
Aboriginal history.  It is therefore imperative that Queensland’s reserves and missions 
receive more scholarly attention, not only on a generalised level, as each community has 
its own distinct history and circumstances, and merits its own study. Detailed community 
histories could influence government policies. The controversial military intervention in 
remote Northern Territory Aboriginal communities has heightened the need for these 
studies. While the Australian government identified the need for drastic measures, Thalia 
Anthony (among many others such as Justice Kirby) voiced concern about the lack of 
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consultation with Aboriginal communities.314 Community histories such as Thom Blake’s 
A Dumping Ground: History of Cherbourg would therefore assist policy makers in 
identifying the individual needs of each community as well as educating them on the 
history of policy on the respective reserve or mission. The disastrous effects of 
paternalistic, dominating policies have been identified throughout this thesis. 
 
Any further study will be greatly enhanced by oral interviews. I have utilised what 
resources I could obtain to weave Aboriginal voices through with those of administrators, 
employers and missionaries. These have assisted in understanding the full extent of 
Aboriginal presence in the Queensland workforce in the early twentieth century where 
documentary evidence was insufficient, and as Kidd has proven, often fraudulent. It has 
been very difficult to find Aboriginal voices from Woorabinda, with the only testimonies 
found in the Bringing Them Home Report. Woorabinda has constantly surfaced in the 
media throughout the period of this thesis’ creation, but all the reports have been 
negative, consistently reporting instances of violence. This solidifies the argument that 
this community desperately needs scholarly attention, and reclamation and understanding 
of its history, in order to move forward. Interviews would also enhance understanding 
into the social and personal implications of labour schemes. 
 
The Cape Bedford community may be viewed as a microcosm that reveals broader issues 
that have been explored by historians, such as Stolen Wages and the Stolen Generations. 
Labour was central to the community’s existence, as were constant threats to their 
residence on the Mission’s land. These issues intensified with the war, and the horrific 
experience of evacuation, and it is clear that the community was utilised for labour 
schemes regularly and as much as the rest of Australia’s civilian population, if not more. 
It is my hope that this thesis contributes to the community’s recognition in the 
Queensland state economy throughout the twentieth century. 
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